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Abstract 
Scope and Method of study: The purpose of this study 
was to determine personal characteristics of 3, 4, and 5 
year old preschool children with imaginary companions. 
Preschool children 3, 4, and 5 years old were interviewed in 
order to identify preschool children with imaginary 
companions as well as to obtain descriptive information 
about make-believe friends. The final sample consisted of 
42 preschool children enrolled in either a university 
laboratory school or a private preschool. Twenty-one 
children reported an imaginary character (12 females and 9 
males, with an age range of 46 to 65 ,months). These 
children were matched with 21 children who reported no 
imaginary,companions (12 females and 9 males, with an age 
range of 44 to 65 months). The Multidimensional Stimulus 
Fluency Measure was used to identify creative potential in 
the preschool children. The Kohn Social Competence Scale, a 
teacher rating, was used to assess the social and emotional 
functioning of the preschoolers. Mothers completed the 
Behavioral style Questionnaire, an assessment of the child's 
temperament. 
Findings and Conclusions: Results from the probit 
analyses revealed that five single independent variables 
(originality, interest-participation, cooperation-
vi 
compliance, approach, and adaptability scores) did not 
significantly predict the presence of imaginary companions. 
However, children with imaginary companions scored 
significantly higher on the intensity dimension of the 
temperament scale than children without pretend friends. 
When the three temperament variables (intensity, approach, 
adaptability) were examined together within a model, results 
demonstrated that these temperament variables significantly 
predicted the presence of imagin-ary companions. Individual 
differences in temperament appear to be important 
characteristics in looking at pre-school children with make-
believe friends. Also, children with imaginary companions 
- ' 
scored significantly higher on the social competence scale 
than children without imaginary companions. Children with 
greater social skills may practice and rehearse their social 
interactions with imaginary companions. 
vii 
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Children With Imaginary Companions 
Introduction 
1 
Years ago, children who reported having imaginary 
companions were often considered to be hallucinating and 
even schizophrenic. Some of these myths have changed, but 
many people still regard children with imaginary companions 
as being extremely removed from reality and a cause for 
concern. 
The first study concerning imaginary play companions 
was conducted by Vostroskey in 1895. Even with this early 
research, few studies have explored the phenomenon. Much of 
the literature refers to Svendsen's (1934) definition of the 
companion. 
According to Svendsen, it: _ 
implies an invisible character, named and referred 
to in conversation with other persons or played 
with directly for a period of time, at least 
several months, having an air of reality for the 
child, but for no apparent objective basis. This 
excludes that type of imaginative play in which an 
object is personified, or in which the child 
himself assumes the role of some person in his 
environment (p. 988). 
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The literature also suggests that imaginary companions 
can be animals, humans, stuffed animals, and even 
personified objects. Manosevitz, Prentice, and Wilson 
(1973) defined the imaginary companion as a very vivid 
imaginary character (person, animal, object) with which the 
child interacts during play and daily activities. 
There has been much concern about whether the imaginary 
companion is a healthy and normal developmental occurrence 
in young children. When trying to understand the purposes 
served by imaginary companions, it is important to be aware 
of the potential functions such fantasy may serve for 
children. 
Ames and Learned (1946) believe that imaginary 
companions may occur as part of the natural development of 
some children, determined by internal factors, and occurring 
as part of the nor~al development of imaginative behavior. 
Singer (1973) also regards the imaginary character as part 
of the normal development of imaginative behavior. 
Piaget (1962) believes that imaginary companions are a 
common phenomenon to young children and the companions are 
viewed as an indictor of the healthy development of the 
child's symbolic or fantasy play. 
According to Jalongo (1984), children create imaginary 
companions for numerous reasons, but despite each companions 
unique characteristics, he, she, it, or they appear to have 
a protective role. Imaginary companions insulate the child 
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from peer rejection, free the child from guilt, or become a 
charicature of fears that can be placed under the child's 
supervision and control. 
Nagera (1969) describes several potential functions of 
the imaginary companion that were formulated during the 
psychoanalytic period. The imaginary companion serves a 
variety of functions depending on the various needs of the 
child. These functions of the imaginary companion include: 
serving as a superego prop for children;'as a scapegoat; and 
serving to prolong the child's feelings of omnipotence and 
control. Nagera also states that children may create 
companions who are an impersonation of the child's primitive 
ego ideals. Finally, Nagera describes the feelings of 
loneliness, neglect, and rejection that frequently motivate 
children to create pretend friends. 
The family structure and home environment are 
associated with the development of imaginary companions 1n 
young children. Several studies cite evidence that the size 
of the family does not influence the creation (Hurlock & 
Burstein, 1932; Svendsen, 1934). Svendsen (1934) found that 
although the phenomenon is encountered in families of all 
sizes, the important consideration is the size of the family 
at the time the child creates the companion. In her sample, 
50 percent of the selected children were the only child at 
the time of their companion creatio'ns. Ames and Learned 
(1946) found that the subjects in their study were only 
children or had only one or two siblings. Kalyan-Masih 
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(1986) also found that the oldest or only children in her 
study were more likely to experience the phenomenon. 
Manosevitz, Prentice and Wilson (1973) reported that 73% of 
the imaginary companion subjects in their study were only or 
first born children. Sixty-one percent of the children with 
imaginary companions had no siblings at the time of the 
appearance of the imaginary companion. Findings of these 
studies indicate that chronological proximity to siblings 
appears to be a significant factor contributing to the 
development of imaginary companions. 
In Kalyan-Masih's (1986) investigation of family 
characteristics of children with imaginary companions, she 
found no significant differences between the imaginary 
companion and the non-imaginary companion group of parents 
on age, education, socioeconomic level, or family size. 
Manosevitz, Prentice and Wilson (1983) found that nuclear 
family disruption does not appear to be a contributing 
' 
factor to the creation of imaginary companions. 
Although many of the children who created imaginary 
companions were from families with little or no sibling 
interaction, the opportunities for play with other children 
were not lacking. Children with many real playmates also 
give evidence of creating imaginary companions (Ames and 
Learned, 1946; Manosevitz, et al., 1973; Kalyan-Masih, 
1986). Manosevitz, Preptice and Wilson (1973) found that 
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there were no significant differences between the two groups 
in their study on household members, number, age, and sex of 
playmates, or number of pets. 
Parents in the Manosevitz et al. (1973) study were 
asked to complete a seven adjective checklist that described 
their child's play at home. The home play of 97% of the 
children who had imaginary companions was described as 
"self-initiated", in comparison to 86% of the children who 
did not have imaginary companions. The home play of the 
imaginary companion group was described as "quiet" for 18% 
of these children and for 34% of the non-imaginary companion 
group. Manosevitz et al. (1973) suggest that these 
differences in self-initiation and quiet play imply that the 
child who has an imaginary companion may be more capable of 
engrossing in play activities. 
Svendsen (1934) revealed that some form of personality 
difficulties were reported for 35 of the 40 selected 
children in her study. Timidity was the personality 
difficulty most often reported. 
Parents in the Manosevitz et al. (1973) study were also 
asked to rate their child's personality on two dimensions 
using a 7-point scale. The first dimension was 
characterized at one end by "shy and reserved" and at the 
other end by "open and outgoing". The children in both 
groups were rated as more open and outgoing than average. 
The second dimension was characterized at one end by "very 
adept at talking and interacting with adults", and at the 
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other end by "talks and interacts much easier with children 
than adults". Parents of children with imaginary companions 
rated their children as being more verbal and able to 
interact with adults than did parents of children who did 
not have imaginary companions. 
The assumption is often made that those children who 
have had imaginary companions are more intelligent and more 
creative than those who have no companions. Shaefer (1969) 
explored the relationship between the reported occurrence of 
childhood imaginary companions and creativity in 800 high 
school students. He found that creative adolescents of the 
literary nature reported this childhood fantasy more often 
than did their matched controls. Shaefer and Anastasi 
(1968) investigated this further in their study of 400 high 
school males. They found that the visually creative 
adolescent boy was more likely than any other to report 
imaginary companions and childhood daydreaming. 
Manosevitz, Fling, and Prentice (1977) explored 
creativity, intelligence and waiting ability in 42 children 
who had been identified by parental report as having 
imaginary companions. There were no significant differences 
found in creativity, intelligence, or waiting ability in the 
group of children having imaginary companions as compared to 
the control group. The findings of this study are 
inconsistent with previous studies. The conflicts may be a 
result of differences in sampling procedures, age of 
subjects, or methods used to measure the three variables. 
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Kalyan-Masih (1986) also explored intelligence as a 
factor associated with the creation of imaginary companions. 
Results of her study indicate that there are no significant 
differences in intelligence between the imaginary companion 
group and the non-imaginary companion group. In regard to 
the five Piagetian tasks, Kalyan-Masih reported that the two 
groups were more alike than different. 
Manosevitz, Prentice, and Wilson (1973) found that 93 
percent of the children in their study preferred not to 
interact with their imaginary companion when there were 
other children to play with. Svendsen (1934) found that 
imaginary companions were talked about freely in the family 
or within the hearing range of family members. Hurlock and 
Burstein (1932) found that boys showed greater reticence 
than girls in discussing the activities shared with their 
companions with other people. Data for Svendsen's (1934) 
study were also obtained through a recorded interview with 
each of the children. When questioned by a stranger about 
their imaginary companions, 5 of the children greeted the 
first question with smile~. Sixteen of the children took 
the question seriously and answered the questions in the 
same manner. 
The literature reflects three approaches to 
understanding the role of the imaginary companion. The 
first approach, as described by Nagera, reflects the 
psychoanalytic view. The second approach reflects the 
Piagetian aspect of the phenomenon. In this regard, the 
l 
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imaginary companion is viewed as an indicator of the healthy 
development of the child's symbolic or fantasy play. Others 
regard the imaginary companion as a part of the normal 
development of imaginative behavior (Singer, 1973; Ames & 
Learned, 1946) . The literature suggests that children 
create imaginary companions for numerous reasons, but for 
whatever purpose the imaginary companion appears to be an 
important aspect of the child's intellectual, creative, and 
social development. 
Much of the literature suggests that the imaginary 
companion is a very positive aspect in the developing child, 
but it is clear that interpretations of the role of the 
imaginary companion are needed. Several aspects of the 
phenomenon have been explored: intelligence, creativity, 
and environmental and family correlates thought to be 
associated with the imaginary companion. Few studies have 
explored several of the aspects in one particular study. 
Upon reviewing the available literature, many 
inconsistencies are found in the findings of these studies. 
These inconsistencies may be a result of several factors. 
One of these factors may be due to poor sampling techniques. 
Several researchers relied on parental reports to identify 
children with imaginary companions. Some adults may be 
reticent about discussing their child's make-believe world 
or may not be aware of the make-believe character. Other 
studies relied on teacher observations to identify these 
children. The literature suggests that more often the child 
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plays with the imaginary companion when not in the presence 
of other children. One group of researchers interviewed 
high school and college students about their childhood 
imaginary companions. This method is also subject to error 
because of the drastic effects of time on memory. Several 
studies have focused primarily on creativity and 
intelligence but findings of these studies have also been 
inconsistent. These discrepancies may be a result of the 
various methods used in assessing creativity and 
intelligence. Few studies investigated personality factors 
associated with the phenomena such as the child's 
temperament and social competence. 
The purpose of this study was to determine personal 
characteristics of 3 to 5 year old preschool children with 
imaginary companions. Investigating several personal 
characteristics with one group of children with imaginary 
companions and one group of children without companions is a 
strength of this study. 
The following hypotheses were examined. 
1. Higher originality scores on the Multidimensional 
Stimulus Fluency Measure predict the presence of 
an imaginary companion. 
2. Higher receptive vocabulary scores on the Peabody 
Picture Vocabulary Test predict the presence of an 
imaginary companion. 
3. Higher scores on the interest-participation 
dimension of the Kohn Social Competence Scale 
predict the presence of an imaginary companion. 
4. Higher scores on the cooperation-compliance 
dimension of the Kohn Social Competence Scale 
predict the presence of an imaginary companion. 
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5. Higher levels of approach on the Behavioral Style 
Questionnaire predict the presence of an imaginary 
companion. 
6. Higher levels of adaptability on the Behavioral 
style Questionnaire predict the presence of an 
imaginary companion. 
7. Higher intensity scores on the Behavioral style 
Questionnaire predict the presence of an imaginary 
companion. 
8. Higher scores on the interest-participation 
dimension and the cooperation-compliance dimension 
of the Kohn Social Competence Scale predict the 
presence of an imaginary companion. 
9. Higher levels of approach, higher levels of 
adaptability, and higher intensity scores on the 
Behavioral Style Questionnaire predict the 
presence of an imaginary companion. 
10. Higher originality scores on the Multidimensional 
Stimulus Fluency Measure; higher receptive 
vocabulary scores on the Peabody Picture 
Vocabulary Test; higher scores on the interest-
11 
participation dimension and the cooperation-
compliance dimension of the Kahn Social Competence 
Scale; and higher levels of approach, higher 
levels of adaptability, and higher scores on the 
Behavioral Style Questionnaire predict the 
presence of an imaginary companion. 
Method 
Subjects 
Fifty-nine preschool children 3, 4, and 5 years old 
were interviewed for this research project. All of these 
children were enrolled in either half-day or full day 
preschool programs. Fifty-two of these children were 
enrolled in a University Laboratory School. Seven of the 
children were enrolled in a private preschool program. 
Each of the children were interviewed in order to 
identify preschool children with imaginary companions as 
well as obtain descriptive information about their make-
believe friends. Two graduate students conducted the 
interviews with the preschool children and the interviews 
were tape recorded. At the completion of the interview, the 
investigator listened to the audio tapes and categorized the 
interviews into two groups. The first group consisted of 
children who reported having an imaginary companion(s) and 
were able to give some type of descriptive information about 
their make believe friends. The second group consisted of 
children who reported that they did not have imaginary 
companions or children who were unable to provide any 
descriptive information about their pretend friend(s). 
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For the purposes of this study, the investigators 
employed the Manosevitz, Prentice, and Wilson (1983) 
definition of the imaginary companion. According to these 
researchers, the imaginary companion is a very vivid 
imaginary character (person, animal or object) with which 
the child interacts during his or her play and daily 
activities. The investigator included children in the 
imaginary companion group who attributed human 
characteristics to dolls, stuffed animals, and pets. 
The final sample consisted of 42 preschool children 3, 
4, and 5 years of age. Of the fifty-nine preschool children 
interviewed for this project, twenty-one of the children 
reported a vivid imaginary character (12 females and 9 
males, mean age = 54 months, with an age range of 46 to 65 
months). The twenty-one children who reported imaginary 
companions were matched with twenty-one children who 
reported no imaginary companions (12 females and 9 males, 
mean age = 54 months, with an age range of 44 to 65 months). 
The two groups were matched according to age, sex, and 
number of siblings. A child who reported an imaginary 
companion was matched with a child from the group with no 
imaginary companions who was no more or less than six months 




Imaginary Companion Interview 
The Imaginary Companion Interview was used in this 
study to identify preschool children with imaginary 
companions. The interview was developed by the investigator 
and questions for this interview were based on information 
from the literature (Hurlock & Burstein, 1932; Svendsen, 
1934; Manosevitz et al., 1973; Singer, 1973; Kalyan-Masih, 
1986). Two graduate students conducted the interviews with 
the preschool children and the interviews were tape 
recorded. The interviews were conducted in a small room 
within the child's classroom or in a room at the center with 
which the children were familiar. 
Multidimensional Stimulus Fluency Measure 
The Multidimensional Stimulus Fluency Measure (MSFM) 
(Moran, Milgram, Sawyers, and Fu, 1983) was used to identify 
creative potential in the preschool children. The MSFM is 
an adaptation of Wallach and Kogan's (1965), Ward's (1968) 
and Starkweather's (1971) creativity tasks. The MSFM, an 
assessment of ideational fluency, consists of three tasks: 
instances, uses and pattern meanings. In the two instances 
tasks, children are asked to name all the items that they 
can think of that are round and that are red. In the two 
uses tasks, children are asked to name all the possible uses 
for a box and for paper. In the pattern meanings task, the 
stimulus items are 3-dimensional wooden shapes painted red, 
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blue and yellow. The children are handed the 3-dimensional 
shape and asked what each 3-dimensional shape could be. 
Scoring protocols have been established and Godwin 
(1984) reports the reliability of these scoring protocols as 
well as normative data from research with preschool children 
(interscorer reliability = .98). Responses were scored as 
original or popular (given by less than or more than 5% of 
the normative sample) . Responses were scored as original or 
popular on each task and a total score was calculated by 
finding the sum of original and popular responses across the 
three tasks. This total score, or quantity of responses, is 
a measure of ideational fluency. The sum of the popular 
responses on the three tasks is the total popular score. 
The sum of the original responses on the three tasks is the 
total originality score. The originality score is the 
measure of creative potential, the score which was used for 
this study. 
Moran et al (1983) report that the alpha coefficients 
of the original and popular scores were .76 and .55 
respectively. The validity of the MSFM as a cognitive style 
destinct from intelligence was evidenced by Moran et al. 
(1983) with a nonsignificant correlation between original 
scores and intelligence (Q = .09). 
Moore and Sawyers (1987) report that the MSFM appears 
to be a relatively stable assessment of ideational fluency 
for children between the ages of 4 and 7 (~ - .54, ~ < .01). 
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Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test - Revised 
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test - Revised (Dunn & 
Dunn, 1981) was used as a measure of receptive language 
vocabulary. The PPVT-R has also been used as a measure of 
intelligence for preschool children. 
The test consists of 175 items arranged in order of 
increasing difficulty. Each item is set up in a multiple 
choice format, with four simple black and white 
illustrations. The subject is asked to select the picture 
that best illustrates the meaning of the word orally 
presented by the examiner. Reliability for the PPVT-R has 
been established and reported by Dunn and Dunn (1981). 
Split half reliability is reported for children and youth 
(ages 2 1/2 - 18) and coefficients ranged from .67 to .88 on 
Form c (median .80) and from .61 to .86 on Form M (median 
0 81) 0 
Alternate-forms reliability was established based on an 
immediate retest and coefficients for the raw scores ranged 
from .73 to .91 (median .82). Coefficients for the standard 
scores ranged from .71 to .89 (median .79). Alternate-forms 
reliability was also established based on a delayed retest 
and coefficients for the raw scores ranged from .52 to .90 
(median .78). The coefficients for the standard scores 
ranged from .54 to .90 (median .77). 
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Kohn Social Competence Scale 
The Kohn Social Competence Scale (Kohn, 1988) was used 
to assess social and emotional functioning of the preschool 
children. The Kohn Social Competence Scale (KSC) is a 
teacher rating scale, consisting of items that can be easily 
observed. The KSC scale consists of 64 positive and 
negative statements regarding the child's classroom behavior 
and is set on a 5-point Likert-type scale. Each of these 
items rates the degree of frequency of behaviors considered 
to be socioemotional. The items are summed to yield two 
bipolar dimensions; interest-participation versus apathy-
withdrawal and cooperation-compliance versus anger-defiance. 
Items on the first dimension concern the child's interest, 
curiosity, assertiveness in th~ preschool setting, and the 
child's involvement with other children. The opposite end 
of this dimension relates to shyness, isolation from 
classroom activities, and passivity. The second dimension 
relates to the child's ability to conform to the rules and 
routines of the classroom. The negative pole of this 
dimension relates to defiance, hostile interactions with 
peers, and the creation of disturbances that upset the 
normal tone of the classroom. 
Kohn (1988) reports the reliability of the Kohn Social 
Competence Scale with 112 children between 33 and 73 months. 
Internal consistency was demonstrated on both factors of the 
rating scale (Factor I: r = .95, SEm = 4.99; Factor II: r = 
.96, SEm = 4.24). Interrater reliability scores have also 
been established for each of the factors (Factor I= .77; 
Factor II =.80). 
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Information regarding scoring directions and procedures 
are printed on the inside of the KSC form and can be found 
in Appendix C. In order to score the KSC, the Answer Sheet 
TM must be separated by tearing along the perforated edge of 
the form. Positive items for Factor I are represented by 
circles and individuals scoring the form must sum the 
numerical values of the responses that have been darkened by 
the rater. Next, a Negative score for Factor II is obtained 
by summing the numerical values that are represented by 
squares. Raw scores are entered on the spaces provided on 
the Answer Sheet and the total raw score is calculated for 
Factor I by subtracting the score for the Factor I negative 
items from the score for the Factor II positive items. 
This process is repeated for Factor II. Positive items 
for Factor II are represented by triangles and negative 
items are represented by diamonds. The total raw score for 
Factor II is calculated by subtracting the negative sum for 
Factor II from the positive sum of Factor II. Final raw 
scores are calculated by adding the total raw scores from a 
second rater or by doubling the raw scores obtained by an 
individual rater (Kahn, 1988). 
Behavioral Style Questionnaire 
The Behavioral Style Questionnaire, (BSQ), developed by 
McDevitt and Carey (1978) has been used to assess children's 
temperament. The BSQ is a Likert-type questionnaire that 
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was completed by the mother. The questionnaire contains 100 
items which are to be rated from one (almost never) to six 
(almost always). The questionnaire yields scores in each of 
the nine categories of temperament identified by Thomas, 
Chess, Birch, Hertzig & Korn (1963). These nine categories 
are activity level, rhythmicity, approach/withdrawal, 
adaptability, intensity or reaction threshold of 
responsiveness, quality of mood, distractibility, and 
attention span/persistence. Based on information found 
within the literature, the following temperament dimensions 
were explored for the purposes of this study: approach, 
adaptability, and intensity. 
Initial scoring procedures include transferring the 
mothers responses for each of the BSQ questions to a scoring 
sheet which is arranged by temperament categories. The 
scoring sheet can be found in Appendix C. Individuals 
scoring the BSQ must circle or check the numerical response 
for each of the test items (range: 1-6). Item responses are 
then totaled and divided by the number of items rated. This 
procedure is repeated for each of the temperament 
categories. The BSQ has a test-retest reliability of .89 
and an alpha reliability of .84 (McDevitt & Carey, 1978). 
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Results 
Linear models were used to conduct tests of the 
I 
' 
hypotheses stated in the introduction. Ordinary least 
squares (OLS) regression is not appropriate in this case 
since the dependent variable in this study is a dichotomous 
variable. Probit and legit analyses are appropriate methods 
of estimation for the models investigated. According to 
Aldrich and Nelson (1984) probit and legit procedures yield 
results that are essentially indistinguishable from each 
other. Consequently the choice of one procedure over the 
other is often an arbitrary choice and does not 
significantly alter the conclusions. For this study, probit 
analyses were conducted to estimate the models using the 
Statistical Analysis Systems (SAS) computer program. 
Analyses consisted of the probit procedure in which single 
and multiple independent variables were used to predict the 
presence of imaginary companions. Probit analyses yield 
significance tests that are two-tailed in nature, however, 
due to the directional hypotheses stated in the 
introduction, results from the one-tailed significance tests 
are presented (Bartz, 1988). Results of the probit analyses 
are presented in the following sequence: creative 
potential, social competence, and temperament and are 
presented in Tables II and III respectively. All of the 
information regarding the instruments, raw data, and 
statistical analyses for this project are presented in 
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Appendices c, D, and E respectively. Mean scores and 
standard deviations were computed for the imaginary 
companion group and the control group and are presented in 
Table 1. Due to test administration difficulties, scores 
from the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test were not included 
in the analyses for this project. 
Insert Table 1 about here 
Creative Potential 
The first analysis examined originality as measured by 
the Multidimensional Stimulus Fluency Measure (Moran, 
Milgram, Sawyers, and Fu, 1983). The test of significance 
on the originality scores for the probit procedure was not 
significant (approximate x2 (1) = 1.13, R = 0.15). As a 
result, it was concluded that originality scores do not 
predict the presence of imaginary companions. 
Originality scores on the MSFM for the imaginary 
companion group ranged from 7 to 41 (M = 18.00, SD = 8.21). 
Originality scores for the control group ranged from 4 to 36 
(M = 14.52, SD = 9.58). 
Social Competence 
The second analyses examined the social and emotional 
functioning of the preschool children as measured by the 
Kahn Social Competence Scale (Kahn, 1988). The interrater 
reliability was established by asking two teachers who had 
the most contact with the preschool children to complete the 
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forms independently. The scores from the teachers were 
summed to yield the total scores for each of the dimensions 
which are stated in the Kahn Social Competence Manual (1988) 
interest-participation (Kahn 1) and cooperator-compliance 
(Kahn 2). In the case of the children from the private 
preschool, only one teacher was available to complete the 
forms. The scores from the teacher were doubled to yield 
total scores on each of the dimensions. This method of 
yielding a total score is an acceptable method and is 
reported in the Kahn Social Competency Manual. 
The test of significance on the interest-participation 
(Kahn 1) scores for the probit procedure was not significant 
(approximate x2 (1) = .47, R = .25). As a result, it was 
concluded that interest-participation (Kahn 1) scores do not 
predict the presence of imaginary companions. 
The scores for the interest-participation dimension 
(Kahn 1) ranged from 32 to 143 for the imaginary companion 
group (M = 97, SD = 32.44) and from 28 to 150 for the 
control group (M = 90.05, SD = 34.12). 
The test of significance on the cooperation-compliance 
(Kahn 2) scores for the probit procedure was not significant 
(approximate x2 (1) = 1.80, R = .09). As a result, it was 
concluded that cooperation-compliance (Kahn 2) scores do not 
predict the presence of imaginary companions. 
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Scores for the cooperation-compliance dimension (Kohn 
2) for the imaginary companion group ranged from -106 to -10 
(M = -39, SD = 38.76) and from -112 to -15 (M = -51.52, SD = 
31.65) for the control group. 
Temperament 
Mothers were asked to assess their child's temperament 
using the Behavioral Style Questionnaire developed by 
McDevitt and Carey (1978). Three of the nine temperament 
dimensions as identified by McDevitt and Carey (1978) were 
analyzed for the purposes of this project, including 
approach, adaptability, and intensity. 
The test of significance on the approach scores for the 
probit procedure was not significant (approximate x2 (1) = 
.31, p = .29). As a result, it was concluded that approach 
scores do not predict the presence of imaginary companions. 
Scores for the approach dimension ranged from 1.5 to 
5.0 (M = 3.15, SD = .94) for the imaginary companion group 
and from 1.4 to 4.3 (M = 3.01, SD = .70) for the control 
group. 
The test of significance on the adaptability scores for 
the probit procedure was not significant (approximate X2 (1) 
= .24, p = .32). As a result, it was concluded that 
adaptability scores do not predict the presence of imaginary 
companions. 
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Scores for the adaptability dimension ranged from 1.4 
to 4.2 (M = 2.88, SD = .80) for the imaginary companion 
group and from 1.2 to 3.7 (M = 2.77, SD = .66} for the 
control group. 
Results from the test of significance on the intensity 
scores for the probit procedure were significant 
(approximate x2 (1) = 2.97, Q = .04). As a result, it was 
concluded that intensity scores predict the presence of 
imaginary companions. 
Scores on the intensity dimension for the imaginary 
companion group ranged from 3.3 to 5.6 (M = 4.50, SD = .63) 
for the imaginary companion group. Scores for the control 
group ranged from 3.2 to 5.3 (M = 4.15, SD = .62) for the 
control group. 
A model was used which included the following 
variables: interest-participation (Kahn 1) and cooperation-
compliance (Kahn 2}. The test of significance on the model 
was significant for the probit procedure (likelihood ratio 
Chi square Approximation = 56.26, Q = .04). As a result, it 
was concluded that interest-participation (Kahn 1) scores 
and cooperation-compliance (Kahn 2) scores within a single 
model predict the presence of imaginary companions. 
A model was used which included the following 
variables: approach, adaptability, and intensity. The test 
of significance on the model was significant for the probit 
procedure (likelihood ratio Chi square approximation = 
53.45, Q = .04). As a result, it was concluded that 
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approach, adaptability, and intensity scores within a single 
model predict the presence of imaginary companions. 
A model was used including all the variables examined 
in this project. The model included: originality, 
interest-participation (Kohn 1) , cooperation-compliance 
(Kohn 2), approach, adaptability, and intensity socres. The 
test of significance on the model for the probit procedure 
approached significance (likelihood ratio ~hi square 
approximation = 46.53, 2 = .07). As a result, it was 
concluded that originality, interest-participation (Kohn 1), 
cooperation-compliance (Kohn 2), approach, adaptability, and 
intensity within a model did not significantly predict the 
presence of imaginary companions. 
Insert Table II about here 
Insert Table III about here 
When examined as single independent variables, 
originality, interest-participation (Kohn 1), cooperation-
compliance (Kohn 2), approach, and adaptability scores did 
not predict the presence of imaginary companions. However, 
results fromt eh probit procedure revealed that intensity 
scores predicted the presence of imaginary companions. The 
interest-participation (Kohn 1) socres and cooperation-
compliance (Kohn 2) scores within a single model predicted 
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the presence of imaginary companions. The three temperament 
variables i.e., approach, adaptability, and intensity scores 
were examined within a single model and the model was 
significant. A single model including originality, 
interest-participation (Kahn 1) , cooperation-compliance 
(Kahn 2), approach, adaptability and intensity scores did 
not significantly predict the presence of imaginary 
companions. 
Discussion 
Considering the findings of this research project, 
Singer's theory regarding the imaginary'companions a part of 
imaginative behavior seems to be supported. The purpose of 
this study was to compare personal characteristics of 3, 4, 
and 5 year old preschool children with imaginary companions 
and their cohorts without imaginary companions. These 
personal characteristics included creative potential, social 
competence, and temperament. Information regarding 
preschool children with imaginary companions is quite 
limited. Few studies have explored personal characteristics 
of preschool children with pretend friends. Investigating 
several personal characteristics, with one group of children 
with imaginary companions and one group of children without 
companions is a strength of this study. 
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Six single independent variables were examined for this 
research project including: originality, interest-
participation (Kohn 1), cooperation-compliance (Kohn 2), 
approach, adaptability, and intensity. Findings from this 
study revealed that five of the single variables examined 
did not predict the presence of imaginary companions in the 
preschool sample. However, results demonstrated that 
intensity predicted the presence of imaginary companions for 
this sample. Higher intensity scores appear to be an 
influencing factor contributing to the creation of pretend 
or make-believe friends. Questions from the intensity 
dimension of the temperament scale describe children as 
being more involved in their daily activities and highly 
reactive to situations and events (McDevitt & Carey, 1978). 
This author believes that children who scored higher on the 
intensity dimension may be more involved in imaginative 
ideas and behaviors. Additionally, such children may have a 
greater potential to create an imaginary companion. 
Findings from this study revealed the originality or 
creative potential scores did not predict the presence of 
imaginary companions. This finding is consistent with the 
Manosevitz, Fling, and Prentice (1977) study where no 
significant differences were found i~ creativity in their 
group of children having companions as compared to the 
control group who had no imaginary companions. 
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Social Competence 
The two social competence dimensions, interest-
participation and cooperation-compliance, served as 
independent variables in a model predicting the presence of 
imaginary companions; results demonstrated that the model 
was significant. Children who reported imaginary companions 
scored higher on the social competence scale than those 
children who reported no imaginary companions. Findings 
from this study revealed that together the two aspects of 
social competence predicted the presence of imaginary 
companions. It may be that children who have greater social 
skills may practice and rehearse their social interactions 
with roles with their pretend or make-believe friends. One 
other possible explanation is that children who have greater 
s9cial skills may prefer interacting with others and create 
an imaginary companion to interact and play with when there 
are no real children to interact with. It is important to 
recognize that the social competence scale is a teacher 
rating. Children who have positive interactions with their 
teachers may be rated higher on the social competence scale. 
Temperament 
The three temperament variables:· approach, 
adaptability, and intensity served as independent variables 
in a model predicting the presence of imaginary companions 
and results demonstrated that the model was significant. 
These findings indicate that temperament variables may be 
related to the creation of imaginary companions. In 
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examining the norms for the approach adaptability, and 
intensity dimensions of the Behavioral Style Questionnaire 
(McDevitt & Cary, 1978), the means for this sample are 
closer to the withdrawal dimension of the approach-
withdrawal continuum and closer to the slow to adapt 
dimension of the adaptable continuum. These three aspects 
of personal style i.e., approach, adaptability, and 
intensity, appear to be contributing characteristics to the 
creation of pretend friends. Piaget (1962) regards the 
imaginary companion as a common phenomenon in young 
children. Although all young children do not have imaginary 
companions, many may have the potential to create pretend 
friends. Individual differences in temperament and personal 
styles appear to be important characteristics in looking at 
preschool children with imaginary companions. These 
stylistic differences may influence the child's ability to 
create and the desire to share information about their 
imaginary companions with an interviewer. 
The six variables: originality, interest-
participation, cooperation-compliance, approach, 
adaptability and intensity served as independent variables 
in a model predicting the presence of imaginary companions. 
The full model approached significance but these six 
variables within a model did not predict the presence of 
imaginary companions. 
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The literature suggests that children create imaginary 
companions as early as 2 1/2 year~ of age. The mean age for 
the children with imaginary companions in this sample was 
54.1 months. Sixteen three year olds were interviewed for 
this research project and only four reported a pretend or 
make-believe friend and were able to provide some type of 
descriptive information. Many of these three year olds 
named real friends or classmates. It seems that many of 
these children did not fully understand. the meaning of 
pretend and make-believe. Many of the three year olds who 
did report imaginary companions were unable to provide any 
of the descriptive information asked in the interview. 
Perhaps many of these children did not have the verbal 
skills to describe their pretend friends or provide 
additional information about their relationship. None of 
these children were included in the group of children with 
imaginary companions. 
There is a need for reliability in future imaginary 
companion interviews. It is recommended that two 
individuals listen to the audio tapes separately in order to 
establish reliability in categorizing the interviews. 
Limitations of this Study 
It is important to recognize that some of the children 
may have been reticent about discussing their pretend 
friends with the interviewers. In one particular case, a 
child reported that she had no pretend or make-believe 
friends. However, in conversations with the child's mother, 
the mother reported that the child maintained an on-going 
relationship with several pretend friends. 
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Even with the findings of this research project, the 
investigator regards the direct interview with the preschool 
children as a valid and consistent approach in identifying 
preschool children with make-believe friends. Many adults 
may be reticent about discussing their child's make-believe 
world or may not even be aware of the make-believe 
character. Many studies have relied on teacher observations 
to identify these children. The literature suggests that 
more often the child plays with the imaginary companion when 
not in the presence of other children. In a recent article 
regarding young children as informants for research 
projects, Hatch (1990) suggests several strategies for use 
with children under seven years'of age. These suggestions 
include taking time to establish personal relationships with 
the children, emphasizing informal rather than formal 
interview methods as studies are designed and implemented, 
and asking questions children can answer, expecting them to 
answer, and acceptance of their answers. Each of these 
suggestions was considered and employed in the design and 
implementation of this research project. 
Qualitative Differences 
Qualitative differences in descriptions of imaginary 
companions were found in this sample of preschool children. 
Many of the children reported personified stuffed animals 
and dolls. These imaginary companions "snored", "were 
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nice 11 , and "were bad". Many of the children described 
imaginative games in which they played with their pretend 
friends. These ranged from "Ear" playing "bucking bull" to 
"Tiger" and "Pooh-Bear" playing "coo-coo" and "moo-moo". 
Some of the children described their companions as sisters 
and brothers but most of the children labeled their 
companions as friends. One child reported a magical blue-
bird named "Guessy" who lived in the trees. Further 
research into the qualitative differences of the imaginary 
companions reported by the preschool sample would be a 
worthwhile endeavor. This research may lead to more 
information regarding personality differences of preschool 
children with imaginary companions. 
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Table l 
Means and Standard Deviations 
Range of scores Imaginary Companion Control Group 
Variables for this sample Group 
N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. 
or1g ( 4-41) 21 18.00 8.21 21 14.52 9.58 
Kl (28-150) 21 97.00 32.44 21 90.05 34.12 
K2 (-106- -10) 21 -39.00 28.76 21 -51.52 31.65 
App (1.4-5.0) 20 3.15 .94 21 3.01 .70 
Adp (1.2.:.4.2) 20 2.88 .80 21 2.77 .66 
int (3.2-5.6) 20 4.50 .63 21 4.15 .62 
s (0-1) 21 0.43 0.51 21 0.43 0.51 
Age (44-65) 21 54.10 5.28 21 54.05 5.82 





Probit Analyses for Single Independent Variables 
Variables Estimate Chi Square One-tail 
Q 
Originality -0.03 1.13 . 15 
Interest 
-
Participation (Kahn 1) -0.00 .47 .25 
Cooperation-
Compliance (Kahn 2) -0.01 1.80 .09 
Approach -0.13 .31 .29 
Adaptability -0.13 .24 .32 
Intensity -0.56 2.97 .04 
Table III 
Probit Analyses for Multiple Independent Variables 
Variables Likelihood Ratio Chi Square 
Social Competency 56.26 
Interest-Participation (Kahn 1) 





Full model 46.53 
originality 
Interest-Participation (Kohn l) 












Years ago, children who reported having imaginary 
companions were often considered to be hallucinating and 
even schizophrenic. Some of these myths have changed, but 
many people still regard children with imaginary companions 
as being extremely removed from reality and cause for 
concern. 
The first study concerning imaginary play companions 
was conducted by Vostroskey in 1895. Even with this early 
research, few studies have been conducted exploring the 
phenomenon of imaginary companions. Despite the lack of 
information, there exists a small but rich literature 
regarding imaginary companions. Much of the literature 
refers to Svendsen's (1934) definition of the imaginary 
companion. 
According to Svendsen, it: 
implies an invisible character; named and referred 
to in conversation with other persons or played 
with directly for a period of time, at least 
several months, having an air of reality for the 
child, but for no apparent objective basis. This 
excludes that type of imaginative play in which an 
object is personified, or in which the child 
himself assumes the role of some person in his 
environment (p. 988). 
The literature also suggests that imaginary companions 
can be animals, humans, stuffed animals, and even 
personified objects. Manosevitz, Prentice, and Wilson 
(1973) defined the imaginary companion as a very vivid 
imaginary character (person, animal or object) with which 
the child interacts during play and daily activities. 
lncidence of Imaginary Companions 
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The incidence reported in the literature of imaginary 
companions in young children varies. Svendsen (1934) 
reports that imaginary playmates are not a common phenomenon 
to all children. Hurlock and Burstein (1932) developed a 
questionnaire for their study aimed at finding: 1) the 
commonness of the phenomenon, 2) the background of the 
child, and 3) facts about the imaginary playmate. The 
questionnaire was answered by 701 high-school and college 
students. Hurlock and Burstein chose adults for the 
subjects in their study because they believed that children 
were reticent about discussing their imaginary companions 
with adults and obtaining first-hand information from these 
children would be difficult. However, this method, too, is 
subject to error because of the drastic effects of time on 
memory. Hurlock and Burstein reported that 31 percent of 
the women recalled having imaginary companions in comparison 
to 23 percent of the men. These researchers found in their 
study that the creation of the imaginary playmate seems to 
occur more often among girls than boys. The women reported 
that the imaginary companion first appeared between the ages 
of five and seven. Men experienced the phenomena at a later 
age, usually after the age of ten. 
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Svendsen (1934} focused attention on some of the 
individual and environmental factors thought to be 
associated with the phenomenon. Her sample was selected 
from 119 children from a Chicago suburb between the ages of 
3 and 16. She found that 40 of these children had, or at 
one time, had one or more imaginary playmates for a minimum 
period of several months. Svendsen obtained some of the' 
information for her study through a direct interview with 
each of the children. As a supplement to this information, 
Svendsen interviewed each of the mothers to obtain 
information regarding the child's social history. A school 
report of academic and social adjustment was obtained as 
well as an intelligence test. 
In another study conducted by Ames and Learned (1946), 
21 percent of the 210 children from the Yale Clinic of Child 
Development gave evidence of having imaginary companions. 
One hundred and ten of these children were enrolled in the 
Guidance Nursery. The children were between 2 and 4 years 
-of age. One hundred research cases were added from Dr. 
Frances Ilg's guidance files. The records on these children 
were available from 2-3 years of age up to 5-10 years of 
age. Data for Ames and Learned's study was obtained through 
parent interviews and by direct observation of the children 
during play. The purpose of their study was to present the 
main types of imaginative behavior commonly observed in the 
preschool child. 
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Using a parental questionnaire, Manosevitz, Prentice, 
and Wilson (1973) investigated the familial and individual 
factors associated with the presence of imaginary companions 
in 222 preschool children between the ages of 3 and 5. In 
their sample, 63 of the boys and girls as reported by their 
parents had one or more imaginary companions, while 159 were 
reported as never having had an imaginary companion. 
Functions Served by the Imaginary Companion 
There has been much concern about whether the imaginary 
companion is a healthy and normal developmental occurrence 
in young children. When trying to understand the purposes 
served by imaginary companions, it is important to be aware 
of the potential functions such fantasy may serve for 
children. 
Ames and Learned (1946) believe that imaginary 
companions may occur as part of the natural development of 
some children, determined by internal factors, and occurring 
as part of the normal development of imaginative behavior. 
Singer (1973) also regards the imaginary character as part 
of the normal development of imaginative behavior. 
Piaget (1962) believes that imaginary companions are a 
common phenomenon to young children and the companions are 
viewed as an indictor of the healthy development of the 
child's symbolic or fantasy play. 
Pines (1978) describes the role of the imaginary 
playmate as a true companion. 
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According to Pines: 
whatever their breed, sex or character, the 
playmates have one thing in common: they talk a 
lot, and listen even more. They corroborate the 
children's stories; they share accounts of how 
unfair the world is; they give unfailing support . 
. . these imaginary playmates represent an 
invaluable tool that allow children to rehearse 
themselves in certain roles and to prepare for 
life's real problems {p. 41). 
According to Jalongo {1984), children create imaginary 
companions for numerous reasons, but despite each 
companion's unique characteristics, he, she, it, or they 
appear to have a protective role. Imaginary companions 
insulate the child from peer rejection, free the child from 
guilt, or become a caricature of fears that can be placed 
under the child's supervision and control. 
Fraiberg {1959) describes the imaginary companion 
created by her niece, Jannie during a time when Jannie was 
frightened by animals who could bite. Jannie creates a 
bashful, cowardly beast, named Laughing Tiger. Using 
fantasy and imagination Jannie transforms the beast into a 
friendly, laughing one, who is afraid of children, 
especially his mistress. Through imagination, Jannie was 
able to take control bf her fears and anxieties. According 
to Fraiberg, these experiences with imaginary companions can 
have a positive effect upon the mental health of a child. 
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Nagera (1969) describes several potential functions of 
the imaginary companion that were formulated during the 
psychoanalytic period. The imaginary companion serves a 
variety of functions depending on the various needs of the 
child. First, the playmate may serve as a superego prop for 
children. In this manner, the child may use his pretend 
friend to help him avoid doing something he has come to know 
as "bad". 
Very often, the child uses his imaginary companion as a 
scapegoat. In this way, the child attempts to avoid the 
criticism of his parents, tries to maintain his self-love, 
and by identifying the imaginary companion as the naughty 
one, he moves toward a self-critical attitude that will 
eventually lead to self-control. 
Another function the imaginary companion may serve to 
prolong the child's feelings of omnipotence and control. 
The playmate is a 'necessary, intermediate step' between 
accepting the true feelings of the child's omnipotence and 
realizing that control ultimately lies within the hands of 
his parents (Nagera, 1969, p. 182). Benson and Pryor 91973) 
1 
also wrote on this aspect of imaginary companions. · 
Nagera also states that children may create playmates 
who are an impersonation of the child's primitive ego 
ideals. The companion is good, strong, lovable, etc. 
Nagara also speaks of the companion as an outlet for 
expressing the negative aspects of the young child's 
ambivalence in regard to his relationship with his parents. 
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The imaginary companion may be used for defiance and 
provocation. Finally, Nagera describes the feelings of 
loneliness, neglect, and rejection that frequently motivate 
children to create imaginary companions. 
Age of the Child Who Experiences An Imaginary Companion 
The imaginary companion's first appearance is 
significantly related to the child's age {Somer & Yawkey, 
1984). Hurlock and Burstein {1932) found that among the 
women in their study, the age range in which the imaginary 
companion first appeared was between five and seven years. 
Men who remembered having imaginary companions reported a 
later first appearance, usually around ten years of age. In 
Svendsen's (1934) study, the median age of appearance in 
this group was reported to be 2 years and 5 months. Ames 
and Learned (1946) reported that the appearance of these 
playmates occurred most often between the ages of 36 and 48 
months. In Nagera's (1969) study at the Hamstead Clinic, he 
observed the appearance most frequently in children between 
the ages of 2 1/2 to 3 years and 9 1/2 to 10 years. The 
majority of the children who had a companion were in the 
earlier age range. 
Kalyan-Masih {1986) investigated some of the 
characteristics of children with imaginary play companions, 
the characteristics of the imaginary play companion itself, 
and family characteristics of the child. Children who 
played with imaginary companions were identified by parents 
and teachers at two nursery schools and one kindergarten. 
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Her sample consisted of 44 children (15 boys, 29 girls; mean 
age 57.3 months) having imaginary companions and 48 children 
(24 boys, 24 girls; mean age 60.2 months) having no 
imaginary companions. The Stanford-Binet and Peabody 
Picture Vocabulary Test as well as selected Piagetian tasks 
- Seriation, Classification, Number, Left-Right, and Mass 
were administered to assess intelligence. Data for this 
study were also obtained through a demographic questionnaire 
completed by the parents. The parents of children with 
imaginary companions completed an additional questionnaire 
regarding their child's imaginary companion. Parents and 
children in this group were also interviewed. Parents in 
this study reported the imaginary companion first appeared 
when the child was between 2 1/2 and 3 1/2 years of age. 
Across the literature, the major age range for the 
appearance of imaginary companions is between the ages of 2 
1/2 and 9. 
Family Structures, Environmental Factors, and Personality 
Characteristics That Influence the Development 
of Imaginary Companions 
The family structure and home environment are 
associated with the development of imaginary companions in 
young children. Several studies cite evidence that 'the size 
of the family does not influence the creation (Hurlock & 
Burstein, 1932; Svendsen, 1934). Svendsen (1934) found that 
although the phenomenon is encountered in families of all 
sizes, the important consideration is the size of the family 
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at the time the child creates the companion. In her sample, 
50 percent of the selected children were the only child at 
the time of their companion creations. Ames and Learned 
(1946) found that the subjects in their study were only 
children or had only one or two siblings. Kalyan-Masih 
(1986) also found that the oldest or only children in her 
study were more likely to experience the phenomenon. 
Manosevitz, Prentice and Wilson (1973) reported that 73% of 
the imaginary companion subjects in their study were only or 
first born children. Sixty-one percent of the children with 
imaginary companions had no siblings at the time of the 
appearance of the imaginary companion. Findings of these 
studies indicate that chronological proximity to siblings 
appears to be a significant factor contributing to the 
development of imaginary companions. 
Firstborn or only children are subject to the 
development of imaginary companions because social 
interaction with siblings and peers is limited. With the 
development of companions, children can practice and develop 
social and language skills which might otherwise develop 
more slowly as a result of little age-mate interaction 
(Manosevitz, et al., 1973). 
In Kalyan-Masih's (1986) investigation of family 
characteristics of children with imaginary companions, she 
found no significant differences between the imaginary 
companion and the non-imaginary companion group of parents 
on age, education, socioeconomic level, or family size. 
Manosevitz, Prentice and Wilson (1983) found that nuclear 
family disruption does not appear to be a contributing 
factor to the creation of imaginary companions. 
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Although many of the children who created imaginary 
companions were from families with little or no sibling 
interaction, the opportunities for play with other children 
were not lacking. Children with many real playmates also 
give evidence of creating imaginary companions (Ames and 
Learned, 1946; Manosevitz, et al., 1973; Kalyan-Masih, 
1986). Manosevitz, Prentice and Wilson (1983) found that 
there were no significant differences between the two groups 
in their study on household members, number, age, and sex of 
playmates, or number of pets. 
Parents in the Manosevitz, et al. (1983) study were 
asked to complete a seven adjective checklist that described 
their child's play at home. The home play of 97% of the 
children who had imaginary companions was described as 
"self-initiated'', in comparison to 86% of the children who 
did not have imaginary companions. The home play of the 
imaginary companion group was described as "quiet" for 18% 
of these children and for 34% of the non-imaginary companion 
group. Manosevitz, et al. (1973) suggest that these 
differences in self-initiation and quiet play imply that the 
child who has an imaginary companion may be more capable to 
engross himself in play activities. 
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Svendsen (1934) revealed that some form of personality 
difficulties were reported for 35 of the 40 selected 
children in her study. Timidity was the personality 
difficulty most often reported. 
Parents in the Manosevitz, et al. (1983) study were 
also asked to rate their child's personality on two 
dimensions using a 7-point scale. The first dimension was 
characterized at one end by "shy and reserved" and at the 
other end by "open and outgoing". The children in both 
groups were rated as more open and outgoing than average. 
The second dimensions was characterized at one end by "very 
adept to talking and interacting with adults", and at the 
other end by "talks and interacts much easier with children 
than adults". Parents of children with imaginary companions 
rated their children. as. being more verbal and able to 
interact with adults than did parents of children who did 
not have imaginary companions. 
Intelligence, Creativity and Waiting Ability 
of Children With Imaginary Companions 
The assumption is often made that those children who 
have had imaginary companions are more intelligent ·and more 
creative than those who have not. Shaefer (1969) explored 
the relationship between the reported occurrence of 
childhood imaginary companions and creativity in 800 high 
school students. He found that creative adolescents of the 
literary nature reported this childhood fantasy more often 
than did their matched controls. Shaefer and Anastasi 
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(1968) investigated this further in their study of 400 high 
school males. They found that the visually creative 
adolescent boy was more likely than any other controls to 
report imaginary companions and' childhood daydreaming. This 
was also reported for adolescent girls as well (Anastasi & 
Shaefer, 1969). 
Manosevitz, Fling and Prentice (1977) explored 
creativity, intelligence and waiting ability in 42 children 
who had been identified by parental report as having 
imaginary companions. There were no significant differences 
found in creativity, intelligence, or waiting ability in the 
group of children having imaginary companions as compared to 
the control group. The findings of this study are 
inconsistent with previous studies. The conflicts may be a 
result of differences in sampling procedures, age of 
subjects, or methods used to measure the three variables. 
Kalyan-Masih (1986) also explored intelligence as a 
factor associated with the creation of imaginary companions. 
Results of her study indicate that there are no significant 
differences in intelligenGe between the imaginary companion 
group and the non-imaginary companion group. In regard to 
the five Piagetian tasks, Kalyan-masih reported that the two 
groups were more alike than different. 
Descriptive Data on Imaginary companions 
Imaginary Companions are very realistic to their 
creators and the personality and physical characteristics 
attributed to the playmates are of the child's imagination. 
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Although these playmates are imaginary, they are as vivid 
and real to the child as a living playmate would be (Hurlock 
and Burstein, 1932). 
In most instances, male children are more likely to 
have male imaginary playmates. Female children show a 
lesser tendency to have imaginary companions of the same 
sex. Often, the age of the companion is unknown 
(Manosevitz, et al., 1973). In some cases the age and sex 
of the imaginary companion are the same as the child 
(Kalyan-Masih, 1986). 
Girls with imaginary companions are able to give more 
definite descriptions of their playmate than boys (Nagera, 
1969). Because children are able to give descriptions of 
the appearance of their companions, there is an indication 
that the experience is accompanied by visual imagery 
(Svendsen, 1934). 
Most children have only one imaginary companion but a 
small portion have 2 or more of these playmates (Manosevitz, 
et al., 1973). Children refer to their imaginary companions 
using common names and names of television characters, but 
sometimes create their own names (Manosevitz, et al., 1973; 
Kalyan-masih, 1986). The imaginary companion has it's own 
identity but at any moment, the name, sex, or age could 
change to suit the child's wishes and to fit the particular 
circumstances (Kalyan-Masih, 1986). 
Svendsen (1934) found that the imaginary companion did 
not live in the child's home, even when the playmate was 
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conceived as a sibling. Some imaginary companions are 
labeled as relatives, but it is more common for the 
companion to have the role of a playmate and friend (Ames & 
Learned, 1946; Kalyan-Masih, 1986). Imaginary companions 
can be animals, humans, and even personified objects (Ames 
and Learned, 1946}. In one study, parents reported that 
their child's imaginary companion most often resembled a 
person or animal (Kalyan-Masih, 1986}. 
Svendsen (1934} found that children played with their 
companions in such a way as to indicate that the companion 
was conceived of as occupying space. The children spoke to 
them directly and many had a place set for them at the 
table. Activities shared with imaginary companions are very 
pleasurable and highly imaginative. 
Kalyan-Masih (1986} found that the imaginary companion 
was very real to the child but most often played with the 
companion when alone. 
Manosevitz, Prentice and Wilson (1973) found that 93 
percent of the children in their study preferred not to 
interact with their imaginary companion when there were 
other children to play with. Svendsen (1934) found that 
imaginary companions were talked about freely in the family 
or within the hearing range of family, members. Hurlock and 
Burstein (1932) found that boys showed greater reticence 
than girls in discussing the activities shared with their 
companions with other people. Data for Svendsen's (1934) 
study was also obtained through a recorded interview with 
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each of the children. When questioned by a stranger about 
their imaginary companions, 5 of the children greeted the 
first questions with smiles. Sixteen of the children took 
the question seriously and answered the questions in the 
same manner. 
There have been concern whether the child's view of the 
imaginary companion is realistic or unrealistic. In 
Svendsen's (1934) study, the make-believe character of the 
play was established in one little girl by 4 years and nine 
months of age. There appears to be a transition period from 
5 to 6 years. A child aged 3 remarked, "They're crazy 
things" (Svendsen, 1934, p. 997). Another child at the age 
of 5 stated, "in my heart I can see him'' (Svendsen, 1934, p. 
977). Both of these statements imply that children are able 
to draw some distinction between imaginary and real 
playmates. -
Ames and Learned (1946) reported that the usual 
duration of this phenomenon is from 36 to 42 months, or from 
42 to 48 months. The duration of the imaginary companion 
varied in Kalyan-Masih's study between one to four years. 
Information regarding the disappearance of the 
imaginary companions is difficult to obtain. Svendsen 
(1934) found that there is evidence that imaginary 
companions are played with more secretly as a result of the 
child becoming aware of social disapproval. Several studies 
imply that the playmate disappears when the child begins 
school and there is an increase in the opportunities for 
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companionship (Hurlock & Burstein, 1932; Svendsen, 1934). 
Hurlock and Burstein found that the last appearance of the 
imaginary companion occurs much later among boys and among 
girls, but ·for both groups the most frequent time was after 
ten years of age. 
Parental Views of Imaginary Companions 
Few studies have focused on parental attitudes of 
children's imaginary companions. Brookes and Knowles (1982) 
conducted a study using an interview and a questionnaire of 
such attitudes. Results of their study indicated that 
parents did not hold a very positive attitude toward their 
children playing with imaginary companions. Many of these 
parents reported that they would make a neutral response, 
neither encouraging ?r discouraging their children in their 
play with their imaginary companions. A substantial portion 
of the parents indicated that they would discourage this 
play. In comparison, Svendsen's (1934) study showed that in 
36 of the 40 cases that imaginary companions were accepted 
and even encouraged. In the ,Manosevitz, et al. (1973) 
study, 50% of the parents encouraged the imaginary 
companion, 43% of the parents ignored the companion, and 
only 7% discouraged the child's imaginary companion. 
Kalyan-Masih (1986) found that parents whose children had 
imaginary companions remembered more often having their own 
imaginary companions. Mothers reported having experienced 
this phenomenon more often than fathers. Kalyan-Masih 
suggests that some of the,mothers may have been more 
tolerable or even encouraged this type of fantasy play. 
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Upon reviewing the literature regarding imaginary 
companions, it is clear that there is a need to explore this 
phenomenon further. The literature reflects three 
approaches to understanding the role of the imaginary 
companion. The first approach, as described by Nagera, 
reflects the psychoanalytic view. The second approach 
reflects the Piagetian aspect of the phenomenon. In this 
regard, the imaginary companion is viewed as an indicator of 
the healthy development of the child's symbolic or fantasy 
play. Others regard the imaginary companion as a part of 
the normal development of imaginative behavior (Singer, 
1973; Ames & Learned, 1946). The literature suggests that 
children create imaginary companions for numerous reasons, 
but for whatever purpose the imaginary companion appears to 
be an important aspect of the child's intellectual, 
creative, and social development. 
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Oklahoma State Un~·versity 
DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY RELATIONS 
AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Dear Parents, 
I STILLWATER. OKLAHOMA 74078-0337 Z41 HOME ECONOMICS WEST (405) 744-5057 
February 26, 1990 
I am a graduate student. in the Department of Family 
Relations and Child Development at Oklahoma State 
Un1versity. For my Master's thesis, I will be conducting an 
invest1gat1on focusing on personal charac~eristics of 
preschool chlldren Wlth 1mag1nary companions.' As a part of 
this research, I would like to 1nterview your child to f1nd 
out if he/she has an imag1nary companion as well as 
obtain1ng information regarding the imag1nary companion. 
The 1nterv1ew is composed of ten questions and will take 
approximately a to 10 minutes. The interview will be 
conducted in the small group room within your child's 
classroom dur1ng the self-select center t1mes of the daily 
schedule. Your Chlld will be interv1ewed by a trained 
graduate student and the interview will be tape recorded. I 
am also requesting your perm1ss1on to use an edited tape of 
your ch1ld's recorded 1nterview for research presentat1ons. 
The aud1o tapes will be edited and your ch1ld will not be 
personally identified in the ed1ted aud1o tapes. The 
1nterv1ew 1s non judgmental •11 th no correct or 1ncorrect 
answers. In add1t1on to the interview, I w1ll also use the 
following informat1on that was collected dur1ng the 1989 
Fall semester as a part of the Child Development 
Laboratories Data Base: the Multidimens1ona1 Stimulus 
Fluency Measure; the Peabody Plcture Vocabulary Test; the 
Kohn Social Competence Scale; and the Behavloral Style 
Questionnaire. · 
The purpose of this letter is to request permission for your 
child to be interv~ewed for this research project and to 
part1cipate as a subject. All of the informat1on gathered 
regarding your ch1ld will remain confidentlal and your ch1ld 
w~ll not be personally identlfied in the study. The audio 
tapes of the interv1ew w1ll be kept in the research office 
of the Child Development Laboratories during the t~me of the 
study and will be destroyed at the completion of this 
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If you have any questions concerning this research project 
please contact Or. Donna Couchenour, the director ot the 
Child Development Laboratories, or Heiai Welch, the 
investigator, at 744•5730. For into~mation regarding the 
legal rights of research subjects you may contact Terry 
Macuila in the Office of University Research Services, 001 
Life Sciences East, OKlahoma State University, (405) 744-
5700. 
Please return the attached consent form to Mary Wilson in 
the Chila Development Laboratories Offic~, 10; Family &. 
Child Sciences Center, Oklahoma state·Un~vers~ty, by Fr~day, 
March 2, 1990. The interviews will begin on Monday, March 






Donna Couchenour, Ph.D. 
D1rector, Child Development Laboratories 
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CONSENT FORM 
" I,:~~~~~--~----~------~~-------' hereby authorize Heidi Welch to interview my child, ____________________ ___ 
tor her research project." 
" I understand that the interview is composed of ten 
questions and will take approximately 8-lO minutes. All of 
the information gathered on my child will remain 
confidential and my child will not be personally identified 
in this study. A code number will be assigned to my child 
and this code number will not be used for identification 
purposes. I understand that the findings of this study will 
be reported for 'the group and not for the individual." 
" I understand that the purpose of this procedure is to 
collect information for an investigat~on entitled 'Personal 
Character1st~cs of Preschool Children with Imaginary 
Companions.' The purpose of this study is to examine 
personal characteristics of 3,4, and 5 year old preschool 
ch~ldren Wlth imaginary companions." 
" I understand that participation is voluntary, that there 
is no penalty for refusal to participate, and that I am free 
to wlthdraw my consent and participation in this project at 
any time without penalty after notifying the project 
director. I may contact Heidi Welch for further information 
about this research project at {405) 744-5730. I may also 
contact Terry Macuila, University Research Services, OOl 
Life Sciences East, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma 74078: Telephone (405) 744-5700." 
"I have read and fully understand the consent form. I sign 
it freely and voluntarily. I understand that I will be 
g~ven a copy of this consent form." 
Signed __ ~--------~--~~~~----~~­{signature of subject's parent) 
Date ________________ ___ 
Child's name: ____________________________ __ 
" I further authorize Heidi Welch to use an edited tape of 
my child's recorded interview for research presentations." 
Yes_No ____ _ 
Signed Date ________________ ___ 
(signature of subject's parent) 
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[]]§[JJ 
Oklahoma State University 
DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY RELATIONS 
AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS 
March 19, 1990 
Dear COL Parents: 
I STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74078-0337 241 HOME ECONOMICS WEST 1405) 624-5057 
I am hopeful that you are st~ll considering allowing your 
child to participate in my thesis research on imaginary 
compan~ons. If that is true, it is not too late to return 
the consent form. I have attached another copy of this 
consent form for your convenience. 
If you have comments or quest~ons about the study, please 
contact me or Dr. Donna Couchenour at· 744-5730. Since we 
are nearing the end of the school term I must complete data 
collection in the next few weeks. Will you please return 
the consent form by Friday March 23? 
Thank you for your assistance. I will be presenting 
informat~on from this study at the min~-conference as well 
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[[]§OJ] 
Oklahoma State University 
DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY RELATIONS 
AND CHILD DEVELOP'viENT 
COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Apr1 l 11, 1990 
Dear COL MoMs, 
I STILLWATER OKLAHOMA 74078-0337 241 HOME ECONOMICS WEST (405) 744-5057 
As r have gone through data for my research proJect w1th preschool 
ch1ldren w1th 1mag1nary compan1ons, I not1ced that the enclosed 
Behav1oral Style Ouest1onna1re was not 1n your ch1ld's data folder. 
As a part of my research prOJect, I am us1ng the mother's report 
of the ch1ld's temperament and would l1ke you to complete the en-
closed quest1onna1re. Please return the quest1onna1re to me by 
Monday, Apr1l 16, 1990 1n Room 114 of the COL. If I can be of 
help to you please call me dur1ng the day at 744-5730 (COL) or 
dur1ng the even1nqs at 624-1559 (home). I apprec1ate your t1me 
and help 1n th1s matter. Thanks! 
S1 ncere ly, 
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aJ§[]J 
Oklahorna State University 
DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY RELATIONS 
ANO CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Dear COL Moms, 
I STILLWATER. OKLAHOMA 7407/J.OJJJ 241 HOME ECONOMICS WEST !40SJ 744-SOSJ Apri 1 25, 1990 
It's not too late to return the Behavioral Style Ouest1onna1re'! Please 
retum the Quest1onna1re by Fnday, ~ 27 to your child's teacher. 
If you need another copy of the Ouest1onna1re, please call me as soon as 
poss1ble: 744-5730 (work), 624-1559 (home dur1ng the even1ngs). 
Thank you for your assistance. 
Sincerely, 
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[]J§QO 
Oklahorna State Uni-versity 
DEP~RT\\ENT OF FA\11LY RELATIO'> 
~ND CHILD DE\ ELOP\IE'JT 
COLLEGE OF >-<OME ECONOMICS 
June 25, 1990 
Dear Parents, 
I ST!LL\~ATCR QKL<H0\14 "40i3 OJF !J I HQ\IE ECO,OWCS IHST '41HJ '~'.:.: so5· 
I am a graduate student in the Department of Family 
Relat1ons and Ch1ld Development at Oklahoma State 
Un1vers1ty. For my Master's thesis, I am conduct1ng an 
invest1gat1on focus1ng on personal characteristics of 
preschool ch1ldren w1th imaginary compan1ons. As a part of 
thls research, I would like to intery1ew your child to see 
if he/she reports hav1ng an imaginary compan1on as well as 
obta1n1ng informatlon regarding the imag1nary companion. 
The interv1ew is composed of n1ne quest1ons and will take 
approx1mately 8 to 10 minutes. The interview Wlll be 
conducted w1thin a classroom 1n the Methodist center. Your 
child Wlll be 1nterviewed by a trained graduate student and 
the 1nterview will be tape recorded. I am also request1ng 
your permiss1on to use an edited tape of your child's 
recorded interv1ew for research presentat1ons. The audio 
tapes w1ll be edited and your child w1ll not be personally 
1dent1f1ed 1n the ed1ted audio tapes. The interv1ew 1s 
nonjudgemental Wlth no correct or incorrect answers. 
In addit1on to the interv1ew, I would also like to play two 
separate games with your ch1ld to measure hls/her creat1ve 
potent1al and recept1ve vocabulary. Each of these games 
w1ll take approx1mately 15-20 m1nutes and will be conducted 
w1th1n the center. Each of these games are nonJudgemental 
and will be conducted on separate days. 
As another component of my research, I am request1ng that 
each mother complete the attached Behav1oral Style 
Quest1onna1re. The Behav1oral Style Quest1onna1re 1s a 
parental report of your chlld's temperament. The Behav1oral 
Style Quest1onna1re is to be completed by the mother. 
The purpose of th1s letter is to request perrnlSSLon for your 
child to participate as a subject in th1s research proJect. 
All of the information gathered regard1ng your ch1ld will 
remain confldential and your ch1ld Wlll not be personally A 




A l l  o f  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  r e g a r d i n g  y o u r  c h i l d  w i l l  r e m a i n  
c o n f i d e n t i a l  a n d  y o u r  c h i l d  w i l l  n o t  b e  p e r s o n a l l y  
i d e n t i f i e d  i n  t h e  s t u d y .  T h e  a u d i o  t a p e s  w i l l  b e  k e p t  i n  a  
r e s e a r c h  o f f i c e  d u r i n g  t h e  t i m e  o f  t h e  s t u d y  a n d  w i l l  b e  
d e s t r o y e d  a t  t h e  c o m p l e t i o n  o f  t h i s  r e s e a r c h  p r o j e c t .  
A s  e m p h a s i z e d  e a r l i e r ,  I  m a y  b e  c o n t a c t i n g  y o u  t o  d i s c u s s  
t h i s  r e s e a r c h  p r o j e c t  a n d  r e q u e s t  p e r m i s s i o n  f o r  y o u r  c h i l d  
t o  p a r t i c i p a t e  a s  a  s u b j e c t  i n  t h i s  s t u d y .  A t  t h i s  t i m e ,  I  
w i l l  b e  a b l e  t o  a n s w e r  a n y  q u e s t i o n s  t h a t  y o u  m a y  h a v e  o r  
h e l p  w i t h  a n y  c o n c e r n s .  P l e a s e  f e e l  f r e e  t o  c o n t a c t  m e  i f  
y o u  h a v e  a n y  q u e s t i o n s  a b o u t  t h i s  r e s e a r c h  p r o j e c t  a t  7 4 4 -
5 7 3 0  ( w o r k )  o r  a t  6 2 4 - 1 5 5 9  ( h o m e ) .  ~other l e t t e r  a n d  
c o n s e n t  f o r m  w i l l  b e  g i v e n  t o  y o u  o n c e  I  h a v e  c o n t a c t e d  y o u  
a n d  y o u  h a v e  a g r e e d  t o · a l l o w  y o u r  c h i l d  t o  p a r t i c i p a t e .  I  
a m  l o o k i n g  f o r w a r d  t o  w o r k i n g  w i t h  y o u  a n d  y o u r  ch~ld. Y o u r  
c o o p e r a t i o n  i s  g r e a t l y  a p p r e c i a t e d .  
R e s p e c t f u l l y ,  
~~ 
H e i d i  W e l c h  
I n v e s t i g a t o r  
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Oklahoma State University 
DEP~RTMENT OF FAMILY RELATIONS 
AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS 
June 25, 1990 
Dear Parents, 
I STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 7407~337 Z41 HOME ECONOMICS WEST 1405) 744-5057 
I am a graduate student in the Department of Family 
Relations and Child Development at Oklahoma State 
Un~vers~ty. For my Master's thesis, I am conducting an 
investigation focus~ng on personal characteristics of 
preschool children w~th imaginary companions. As a part of 
this research, I would like to interview your child to see 
if he/she reports having an imaginary companion as well as 
obtain1ng information regarding the imaginary companion" 
The interview is composed of nine questions and will take 
approximately 8 to 10 minutes. The interview will be 
conducted within a classroom in the· Methodist center. Your 
child w~ll be 1nterviewed by a trained graduate student and 
the interview will be tape recorded. I am also requesting 
your perm1ssion to use an edited tape of your child's 
recorded interview for research presentations. The audio 
tapes will be edited and your child w~ll not be personally 
identified in the edited audio tapes. The interview is 
nonjudgemental w1th no correct or incorrect answers. 
In addit~on to the interview, I would also like to play two 
separate games with your child to measure h1s/her creat~ve 
potent~al and receptive vocabulary. Each of these games 
will take approximately 15-20 minutes and will be conducted 
with1n the center. Each of these games are nonjudgemental 
and will be conducted on separate days. 
As another component of my research, I am requesting that 
each mother complete the attached Behav1oral style 
Questionnaire. The Behavioral Style Questionnaire is a 
parental report of your ch1ld's temperament. The Behavioral 
Style Questionnaire is to be completed by the mother. 
The purpose of this letter is to request permission for your 
child to participate as a subject in this research project. 
All of the information gathered regarding your child will 
remain confidential and your child will not be personally 







Ceiebrat1ng tne Fast Preoar1ng •or the Fu1ure 
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interview will be kept in a research office during the time 
of the study and will be destroyed at the completion of this 
research project. 
If you have any questions concerning his research project 
please contact Heidi Welch, the investigator, at 744-5730 
(work) or at 624-1559 (home), the research director, Or. 
Donna Couchenour, at 744-5730. For information regardinq 
the leqal rights of research subjects you may contact Terry 
Macuila in the Office of University Research Services, 001 
Life Science East, Oklahoma State University, 744-5700. 







Heidi Welch to include my ch~ld, 
in her research project." 
hereby authorize 
"I further authorize Heidi Welch to interview my child for 
her project. I understand that the interview is composed of 
nine questions and will take approximately s-10 minutes." 
"I authorize Heidi Welch to play 2 separate games with my 
ch~ld in order to measure his/her creat~ve potent~al and 
receptive vocabulary. I understand that each game w~ll take 
approx~mately 15-20 m~nutes and will be conducted on 
separate days." 
"I understand that all of the information gathered on my 
child w~ll rema~n confident~al and my child will not be 
personally identified in this study. A code number will be 
assigned to my ch~ld and th~s code number will to be used 
for ~dent~fication purposes. I understand that the findings 
of th~s study will be reported for the group and not for the 
individual." 
"I understand that the purpose of th~s procedure is to 
collect informatlon for an lnvestlgat~on entitled 'Personal 
Characterlstics of Preschool Children Wlth Imag~nary 
companions.' The purpose of this study is to examine 
personal characterlst~~s of 3,4, and 5 year old preschool 
ch~ldren Wlth lmaginary companions." 
" I understand that partlc~pation is voluntary, that there 
is no penalty for refusal to participate, and that I am free 
to withdraw my consent and partic~pation in thls proJect at 
any tlme Wlthout penalty after notlfying the proJect 
dlrector. I may contact Heidl Welch for further information 
about thls research proJect at (405) 744-5730. I may also 
contact Terry Macuila, Univers~ty Research Servlces, 001 
L~fe Sclences East, OklahomP State University, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma 74078: Telephone (405) 744-5700." 
"I have read and fully understand the consent form. I s~gn 
~t freely and voluntar~ly. I understand that I Wlll be 
given a copy of this consent form." 
Signed~------~-----~---~---~~~~~~Date __________________ ___ 
(s~qnature of subJect's parent) 
Child's name: 
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"I further authorize Heidi Welch to use an edited tape of my 
child's recorded interview for research presentations." Yes _____ No ____ _ 
Signed.~~--~----~~~~~~~~~~~Date.~'---------------­(signature of subject's parent) 
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[[]§OJ] 
Oklahoma State University 
DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY RELA TJONS 
ANO CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS 
June 25, 1990 
Dear Parents, 
I STilLWATER. OKLAHOMA 74078-0337 241 HOME ECONOMICS WEST 1405) 744-5057 
I am a graduate student in the Department of Fam1ly 
Relations and Ch1ld Development at Oklahoma State 
University. For my Master's thesis, I am conducting an 
investigation focusing on personal characterist1cs of 
preschool children w1th 1mag1nary companions. As a part of 
th1s research, I would like to interview your child to see 
if hejshe reports hav1ng an 1maginary companion as well as 
obtain1ng information regarding the imagi~ary compan1on. 
The interv1ew is composed of nine quest1ons and will take 
approx1mately 8 to 10 m1nutes. The interview will be 
conducted 1n the small group room within your chJ.ld's 
classroom during the self-select center times of the daily 
schedule. Your ch1ld w1ll be interviewed by a trained 
graduate student and the interview will be tape recorded. I 
am also request1ng your permission to use an edited tape of 
your chlld's recorded 1nterv1ew for research presentat1ons. 
The aud1o tapes w1ll be edited and your child w1ll not be 
personally 1dent1f1ed 1n the edJ.ted audio tapes. The 
1nterv1ew l.S nonJudgemental WJ.th no correct or 1ncorrect 
answers. 
In addJ.tJ.on to the intervJ.ew, I would also lJ.ke to play two 
separate games w1th your ch1ld to measure hJ.s/her creat1ve 
potentJ.al and receptJ.ve vocabulary. Each of these games 
wJ.ll take approx1mately 15-20 mJ.nutes and Wlll be conducted 
withln the small group room. Each of these games are 
nonjudgemental and w1ll be conducted on separate days. 
As another component of my research, I am requesting that 
each mother complete the enclosed Behavioral Style 
QuestionnaJ.re. The Behavioral Style QuestionnaJ.re is a 
parental report of your child's temperament. The Behavioral 
Style Questionnaire is to be completed by the mother. 
The purpose of this letter is to request permission for your 
child to .partic1pate as a subject in this research project. ~ 
All of the information gathered regarding your child will ~ 
rema1n confidential and your child will not be personally ~ 
identified J.n the study. The audio tapes of the CENTENNiAL 
1890•1990 
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interview will be kept in a research office during the time 
of the study and will be destroyed at the completion of this 
research project. 
If you have any questions concerning his research project 
please contact Heidi Welch, the investigator, at 744-5730 
(work) or at 624-1559 (home), the research director, Dr. 
Donna couchenour, at 744-5730. For information regarding 
the legal rights of research subjects you may contact Terry 
Macuila in the Office of University Research Services, 001 
Life Science East, Oklahoma State Univers~ty, 744-5700. 
Please return the attached consent form and the Behavioral 
Style Questionnaire to He~di Welch by Wednesday, June 27 






"I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------------- hereby authorize Heidi Welch to lnclude my chlld, 
in her research project." 
"I further authorize Heidi Welch to interview my child for 
her project. I understand that the interview is composed of 
nine questions and will take approximately 8-10 minutes." 
"I authorize Heidi Welch to play 2 separate games with my 
chlld in order to measure his/her creative potentlal and 
receptlve vocabulary. I understand that each game will take 
approxlmately 15-20 minutes and will be conducted on 
separate days." 
"I understand that all of the information gathered on my 
child Wlll remain confidentlal and my child will not be 
personally identified in this study. A code number will be 
assigned to my Chlld and thls code number Wlll to be used 
for identlflcation purposes. I understand that the findings 
of thlS study wi+l be reported for the group and not for the 
individual." 
"I understand that the purpose of thls procedure is to 
collect lnformatlon for an investigation entitled 'Personal 
Characteristlcs of Preschool Children Wlth Imaginary 
companions.' The purpose of thls study is to examine 
personal characterlstlcs of 3,4, and 5 year old preschool 
chlldren Wlth imaginary companlons." 
" I understand that particlpation is voluntary, that there 
is no penalty for refusal to participate, and that I am free 
to wlthdraw my consent and partlclpation ln thls project at 
any tlme without penalty after notlfying the proJect 
dlrector. I may contact Heldl Welch for further information 
about thls research project at (405) 744-5730. I may also 
contact Terry Maculla, University Research, Servlces, 001 
Llfe Sclences East, Oklahoma State Un1versity, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma 74078: Telephone (405) 744-5700." 
"I have read and fully understand the consent form. I sign 
it freely and voluntarily. I understand that I Wlll be 
given a copy of this consent form." 
Signed.~----~----~~~~~~~~~~~·Date ________________ __ 
(slgnature of subJect's parent) 
Child's name: 
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"I further authorize Heidi Welch to use an edited tape of my 
child's recorded interview for research presentations." Yes _____ No ____ _ 
Siqned.~----~----~~~~~~------~~Oate. ________________ _ 







SUBJECT NUMBER: ________ _ 
DATE: ____ _ 
TIME: INTERV_I_EW_E_R_:::: ____ __ 
IMAGINARY COMPANION INTERVIEW 
Pr~mary Quest~ons 





a. Have you ever had a pretend fr~end? 
b. Do you have a pretend fr~end that no one 
else can see? 
c. Do you have any dolls, stuffed an~mals, or 
pets that you l~ke to talk to? 
Does (dld) your pretend fr~end have a name? 
What does (d~dl your pretend fr~end (tnclude namel 
look hke? 
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SUBJECT NUMBER: ________ __ 
4. Is (was) your pretend frlend (lnclude name) always 
the same? 
Probes: 
a. rs (was) your pretend frlend (include name) 
always a boy, g1rl, animal, or etc.? 
b. rs (was) your pretend friend (1nclude name) 
always your brother, s1ster, or fr1end? 
5. Is (was) your pretend Er:end (lnclude name) Wlth 
you all the tlme? 
~. ~here aces (dldl Jour precend ~r:e~a (l~c!ude 
n~mel llve? 
7. Why do (dld) you have thls fr1end? 
SUBJECT NUMBER: ________ __ 
8. What sort of th~ngs do (d~d) you and your pretend 
fr~end (Lnclude name) do together? 
9. If the chLld LndLcates that he/she no longer has 
the lmaglnary companLon, the Lntervlewer ~lll ask: 
What happened to your pretend frlend (lnclude 
name)? 
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Creativity Research Group 
General Inst;uctign for the Examiner 
Please bear in mind the followinq qeneral quidelines: 
(1) The establishment of the proper atmosphere for test~nq 
and rapport between examiners and subjects is a crit~cal 
factor in this study. Examiner behavior can siqnificantly 
affect the research results. Examiners must behave ~n a 
friendly manner, create a pleasant atmosphere, and refrain 
from any behav;gr which creates the impress~on of school-
type testing and evaluation. The very words and act~ons of 
the examiner are critical. 
(2) Examiners are requested to arrive early and to make a 
special effort by means of informal talk to establ~sh 
rapport. It ~s imperat~ve not to express anger or 
~mpatience at any time. It is important to mainta~n a 
pleasant tone in your speech at all times. 
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(3) Since test~nq procedures are unt~med, each subJect w~ll 
f~n~sh at a d~fferent time. Allow ch~ldren enough t~me to 
do th~s task. Do not overschedule. 
(4a) The ~xaminer must bear ~n mind the importance of 
establ~shinq trust, a pleasant atmosphere, and the des~re to 
part~c~pate. The warm-up qame is des~qned to help ach~eve 
these qoals. The examiner should maintain as natural a 
manner as possible while at the same time stimulat~ng the 
child's interest in the games, and encourag~ng him to th~nk 
and to make the maximum effort to give as many responses as 
possible. 
(4b) The examiner should exchange names with the subject, 
record the' name, and continue to call the subject by his 
first name during the testing session. The child was asked 
his first name so that the examiner can use it in 
establishing a more relaxed and friendly atmosphere. 
(4c) The examiner says: 
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Today we are going to play some games. They are a new 
kind of game wh~ch you have probably not played before. 
We W1ll play several d1fferent games. These are 
thinking and imag1nation games. You don't have to 
hurry. We can play as long as you want. 
(4d) Refer to spec~fic task instructions for detailed 
instructions on tasks and answer sheets. Examiner records 
child's answers verbat~m on the form prov1ded. If you do 
not have enough room use the other side of the answer sheet. 
(4e) At the end of the test session the examiner should say 
to the subject: "That was the last game today. Thank you 
for your cooperation, you were a big help. You d~d very 
well. I'll see you again and play some more games l~ke 
these." 
(5) The examiner is to answer the subject's quest~ons in 
the following manner: 
(a) Procedural questions are to be answered by 
repeating the instructions or explaining in 
synonymous terms. 
(b) Questions designed to elicit help from the 
examiner'are answered by saying "Whatever you 
think" or "Do what you think is best." 
(c) Children may ask "Is that right?" Respond by 
say1.ng: "There are no right or wrong answers, 
whatever you think is fine." 
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(6) It is important to remember that we are guests w1.th1.n 
the school and have been allowed the privilege of test~ng 
the ch~ldren. We need to remain courteous at all t1.mes. 
Confidentiality of data must be respected. Also children 
may refuse to be tested or decide to quit in the middle of a 
test sess1.on. If th1.s occurs use "gentle cohers1.on" to try 
to persuade the child to stay but if the child will not, 
d1.scont1.nue test1.ng for that day and try later in the week. 
(7) Be sure to record any irregularities in testing, such 
as d1.scont1.nuance, wh1.ch might occur before, during, or 
after testing on the form provided for general comments. 






Examiner Report Form (l) 
Subject # 
Gender M F 




The examiner says: TODAY WE ARE GOING TO PLAY SOME GAMES. 
THEY ARE A ~EW KIND OF GAME WHICH YOU HAVE PROBABLY NOT 
PLAYED BEFORE. WE WILL PLAY SEVERAL DIFFERENT GAMES. THESE 
ARE THINKING AND IMAGINATION GAMES. YOU DON'T HAVE TO 
HURRY. WE CAN PLAY AS LONG AS YOU WANT. 
Proceed to Task 1. 
General comments: 
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Instances Task Instructions 
"Now we're going to play a game called 'all the th~ngs 
you can think of'. I might say, "tell me things that hurt" 
and I would like you to tell me as many things as you c~n 
think of that hurt. Let's, try it. Please tell me all the 
things you can think of that hurt." (Let the child try to 
generate responses.) Then reply with, "Yes, that's fine. 
Some other things that hurt are falling down, getting 
slapped, fire, getting bruised, a kn~fe, and probably there 
are a lot of other things too." (The exam~ner should vary 
answers so as to give all of these which the child did not 
give.) Then proceed by saying, "You see that there are all 
k~nds of different answers in this game. Do you know how to 
play?" (If the child indicates understanding of the game 
proceed with test items. If the child does not understand 
repeat procedure from beg~nning. If the child is still not 
understanding, term~nate test sessions.) The examiner 
should then say; "Now remember, I will name someth~ng and 
you are supposed to name as many th~ngs as you can. Take as 
long as you want. OK, let's try another" (NO help should 
be g~ven to the child when test items are be~ng used). 
(1) Name all the th~ngs you can think of that are ROUNC. 
(2) Name all of the things you can think of that are REO. 
When child stops responding ask "What else can you think 
of? or "Tell me some more things you can think of" until the 





Time to first response 
Response time-(first 
to last response) 








Time to first response -------
Response time-(first 
to last response) · 
Name all the things you can think of that are RED: 
Child's Responses: 
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Uses Task Inst;uct+ons 
"Now today we have a game called 'what can you use it 
for?" The first thing we're going to play with will be a 
pencil. (Experimenter hands pencil to child.) I want you 
to tell me all the things you can think of that you can DO 
with a pencil, or PLAY with it, or MAKE with it. What can 
you use a pencil fo'r?" (Let the child try to generate some 
responses.) Then reply with "Yes, that's fine. Some other 
things you could use a pencil for are as a flagpole, to dig 
in the d~rt, or you could use a pencil as a mast in a toy 
boat. Probably there are a lot of other th~ngs too. (The 
examiner should vary answers so as to q~ve all of these 
wh~ch the ch~ld did not give.) Then proceed by saylng, "You 
see that there are all dl.fferent answers in this game. Do 
you know how to play?" If the child indicates understatl.ng 
of the game, proceed with test items. If the child does not 
understand, repeat procedure from beginning. If chl.ld stl.ll 
does not understand, terminate. The examiner should then 
say: "Now remember, I will name something and you are 
supposed to tell as many uses for it as you can th~nk of. 
Take as long as you want. Let's try th~s one." NO help 
should be given to the chl.ld on the test l.tems. 
(1) What can you use a BOX for? 
(2) What can you use PAPER for? 
Problems may arise when children ask additl.onal questl.ons. 
For example, if the child asks, "What size box" the 
experimenter should reply with a very neutral answer such as 
"Whatever size you think of." All clarificatl.ons of the 
test questions should be non-committal type. 
When the child stops responding, ask, "What else can 
you think of?" or "Tell me some more things you can thlnk 





Time to first response 
Response time-{first 
to last response) 







Time to first response -------
Response time-(first 
.to last response) 
What can you use a PAPER for? 
Child's Responses: 
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PATTERNS (3 O~mensional) 
This task deals with the three dimensional designs. The 
administration of the test should go as follows: 
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nin this game I'm going to show you some blocks. After 
looking at each one I want you to tell me all of the things 
you th~nk each block could be. Here is an example - you can 
turn it any way you'd like to. (Give the example block to 
the child.) 
"What could this be?" 
(Let the ch~ld respond.) "Yes, those are fine. Some other 
things I was th~nking of were a bridge, a bed, a bu~lding 
block, a cha~r, and there are probably a lot of other th~ngs 
too." The experimenter should vary answers so as to g1ve 
d~fferent ones than the ch~ld. If the ch~ld ind~cates an 





Time to first response 
Response time-(first 
to last response) 







Time to first response 
Response time-(first 
to last response) 
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tra1n1ng 1tem senes as neces.sary to secure tt"lree consecutive correct responses. 
For most subJects age 8 and over: Use Plates D and e. Adm1n1ster as many 
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_.. 
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44 dnpping ....... (2) __ 0 78 spatula ....... (3) _ 0 
45 claw ......... (4) __ ~ 79 cooperation •... (4) _ 0 
46 decorated ..... (3) -- n ,.. 80 scalp ....•.... (4) _ D. '! 
47 frame ... .... (1) -- <:7 81 twig .....•.•.. (2)- n 
48 forest. ........ (3) __ '1:l 82 weasel ..•.... (2) _ <:7 
49 faucet ........ (2) -- 0 83 demolishmg ... (4) __ -C:r 
II\ 50 group ........ (3) -- 0 84 balcony ..•.... (1) __ 0 
51 stem ......... (3) -- 0 
'" 
85 locket ........ (1) __ 0 
52 vase ........ (3)- ~ 86 amazed ...• : . . (3) _ 0 
53 pedal ......... (1) -- n 87 tubular ...•.... (1) __ ~ 
54 capsule. ..... (2) -- \? 88 tusk ......... (1) -- n 
7 55 surpnsed ... (4) -- * 89 bolt ... . .... (3) -- v 
56 bark ......... (2) -- 0 12 90 commumcat1on (4) --
* 57 mechamc .... (2) --0 91 carpenter .... (2) -- 0 
58 tambounne .. . (1) -- 0 92 Isolation ...... (1) __ 0 
59 disappointment . (4) __ 6. 93 Inflated ....... (3) __ 0 
60 award1ng. .... (3) -- n 94 coast ........ (3) -- 6. 
61 pitcher .. .(3) -- <:7 13 95 adJustable .. (2) -- n 
62 reel ....... (1) -- * 96 fragile (3) -- v 
63 s1gnal . .. (1) -- 0 97 assaulting .... (1) --
* 64 trunk (2) --0 98 appliance . .. (1) -- 0 
• 65 human .. . . (2) --0 99 pyramid (4) -- 0 
66 nostnl (1) -- 6. 14 100 blazmg (1) -- 0 
67 disagreement (1) __ n 101 hOISting. (1) -- 6 
68 exhausted (2) -- <:7 102 arch (4) -- n 
69 v1ne 
.. (4) -- * 103 lectunng (4) -- v 
' 
70 ceremony (4) -- 0 104. d1lap1dated . (4) --
* 71 casserole (2) --0 15 105 contemplat1ng . (2) -- 0 
72 veh1cle (4) --0 106 camster .. (1) -- 0 
73 globe . (3) -- 6. 107 d1ssectmg . . (3) -- 0 
74 f1hng (3) -- n 108 link .. (4) -- 6 
75 clamp (2) -- <:7 109 solemn .. .. (3)- n 
76 reptile (2) -* 
.. 
,11 1 10 archery. ..... (2)- v 







































husk ......... {1) __ 0 146 nautical. ...•.. (3) -- i::l 
utens1l ..... (2) __ 0 147 tangent ......• {1) -- 0 
Citrus ....... {3) -- 0 148 inclement ...•• (4) -- 0 
pedestnan •.... (2) __ ~ 149 tra1~ctory ..•... (1) -- 0 
parallelogram .. (1) __ !l. 150 fettered •••.•.• (1) -- ~ 
slumbering .... (3) __ 'V 151 waif .......... (3) -- !l. 
pemnsula ..... (4) __ i:l 152 jubtlant ....... (2) -- <::? 
upholstery ..... (2) __ 0 153 pilfering ..•.•.. (4) -- i::l 
barncade ...... (4) __ 0 154 repose ........ (2} -- 0 
quartet ..•.•.. (4) __ 0 155 carrion ........ (3} -- 0 
tranquil ...... (3} __ !::::.. 156 1nd1gent . . . (2) -- 0 
abraSIVe.... (1} -- !l. 157 COnVeX ..... '(1} -- 6 
fatigued . . . . (3} -- <::? 158 emaciated. . . . (2} -- n 
sphencal ...... (2} __ 1:? 159 divergence .... (4} __ \/ 
synnge ....... (2} __ 0 160 dromedary .... {2) -- i::l 
feline ......... (2} __ 0 161 embellish1ng .. (2) __ 0 
and ........ (4) -- 0 162 entomolog1st .. (3} -- 0 
extenor ....... (1) -- 6 163 constra1n ..... (1) __ 0 
constellation .. (4} __ !l. 164 1nhrm. . ..... (1) __ 6 
cornea. . . . (2} -- \/ 165 anthropoid . . (3} -- n 
mercantile .. (1} __ 1:? 166 specter ...... (4) __ \/ 
ascend1ng . . . (3) __ 0 167 1ncert1tude . , . (2) __ i::l 
hltrat1on ... ( 1) -- 0 168 VItreous. . . . . ( 1) -- 0 
consum1ng .. (4) __ 0 169 obelisk .... (1) __ 0 
cascade .. (4) -- 6 170 embossed ... (4) -- 0 
perpendicular (3} __ D. 171 ambulat1on .... (2) __ 6 
repleniShing ... (1} -- \/ 172 calyx ....... , . (2} -- !}. 
em1sS1an .' .. (3) -- i::l 173 osculation ..... (3} __ \/ 
talon .... (3) __ ,_ 0 174 cupola...... (4) __ 1:? 
wrath (3) -- 0 175 homunculus (4) __ 0 
Incandescent (4) -- 0 Calculating Raw Score 
arrogant . (2) - 6 Ce11tng 1tem .. 
confldmg . . (3) -- !l. minus errors• . . . . . . . . . . . . -=--
rhombus . . . , . (3) -- 'V Raw score ..................... t:=\ 
'Count errors between h~ghest basal and lowest ceiling only 
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TRUE SCORE CONFIDENCE BAND 
Obtained 
Test Scores 
Mark the Obld•ned slancJoitd $Co•e equ•vid-enl on lhr lOP 
scale lt.en d•aw • hea...,. $1fa•ghl verhc.JIIone through 
11 and o~c•oss lhe lh1ee s.calttS Th•$ line wau e•lend 
lhiOugh the lh1e6 Oblalf''ieel deva,JIJ.Of\ lype IUI1COIU 
fro"'< a•ta IC$.,1[1 ..... .t.Aj&lJ;ISn .. N ltus shaoeo a•ea prov•oes <1 conl•ttence band lhe r•nge ol Kale$ 1111111tun ~~~ohteh lhe $ub,ecl 5 l•ue Kore• '""be e•pecled to l"'h 68 l•tnel an 100 flhes,e b~nd 
w•Oih ""-''ue~ die ba~edon .1 med•ln slo~no~rd errorol mel:l.utemeni4SEMI of 
! 1 w•lh lhe band w•CJihs rnoidc ncreas.ngly ISymrneluc.ll lowlrd the e•lrcmes 
to a110w lo• 't.'flteSl•Ot~IOihe m••n J Sett f>al'llol lhe twto~nual•ndlhe Technical 
Suppaeomem lor m01e P'f'C•St watues 1nd • ct.s.cuu10n or SEM conMenc• 
banCis. AI!.O :!.ee lhe M~llu1ll011 (JISCUSStOil Ol how 10 CIICull~elhtiiiUI ICOI. 
conlult:nce b.ind IOf the ~e eqw11M1t1 Raw score . 0 (lrom pago 4) 
Standard score D equivalent (lrom Table I Appendo• AI 
Percentile rank D (born Table 3, Appendix A) 
Stanlne D (lrom Table 3, Append,. A) 
Age equivalent 0 
(lrom Table 4 Appendiw AI 
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f - Observabons 
D•le 
~t:~n~~~~ u~~ ~~~~:~~~~O:~.~~;:.~~~ :C~re u!~d~r: 
Schedule 10 lhe roght An e•Olmple 15 g•wen .n f1gurel • 
OfllleMinu.tl 
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Ttus slanoard•ZE=<IIesl prov1Ues an estunare only ol th•s •nd•vrduats hearifl!) vocabulary tn Slandaul 
Engi•Sh as compared wtlh a cross Slcl•on ol US A persons ollhe same age Do ~ou bel1eve lhe 
pcrlormance ollh•s sulltecl rep•esent~ laulyherorhlslrue at.uhlytnlhts area? __ ~ Yes __ No 
U nol c•le reasons such as. rappon p•olllcm~ poollesl•ng sfluat•oo heanny 011115100 Aoss vasual 





Kohn Social Competence Scale READY-SCORETM ANSWER SHEET 
D•rectJons. For eacn te,.... "II ,., ~he c•rc•e correscondmg to the category that best 
>::escrtces me ch•ld Sconng 1nstr .. ctiOns are provtded 1nS1Cie the term 
Mark.ng the Answer Sheet. Use a oencl' o· call oo•nt pel" Flress ftrmly but 
~<ee:: ·•;;. ,...arks ,nstde t;'le c~rc1es If you make a m1stake do not 
a••e:,..:· ·::: erase )'Owr '""a''< \laKe i!" Y on rhe wrong mark itke thtS 
• :-:: ~ .. e., ..,arK me scace you want If you dec1de that your ftrst 
C"~o•:.: .,as correc: cr;;ss J;J: the second answer wtth an • and 
c1r: e 1c ... r ftrst mark ltke thiS ~ 
,.......~...-..--..,.-r-, 
' Cc"c can commun•cate ms her "&eClS ro the 1 7 Ch1ld Ms teacner 
teacner 0 ~ Q 0 ® 
2 Chtld seeks adult attentiO" 0y crytng 
16 Ch1ld IS fearfultn aconoacnrng other cntldren O®G0CD 
3 Child seekS adull a.d tor eacn stec of 
actiVIty OCDCD0CD 
19 Chtld can acceot teachers tdeas and 
suggestiOns for clay or ways of ~laytng 0 Q Q 8 0 
4 Ch1ld IS resconslbie tn carrytng out requests 
ilf!d dtrect1ons 0 (; ~ 
5 Ch1ld seeks physiCal contact w1tl'l teacner 0 ~ ) 
6 Child adds freely I verbally or nonvertlally) to 
0® 
0CD 
20 Ch1ld gets willing cooperatiOn fnom most 
other cnndren 
2 1 Ch11C1 g1ves the accearance of comclying 
Wtth teacher s suggestions cut aces not oo 
actiVIty 
0000® 
0 ® 22 Child IS bossed ond dom1nated Dy other 
ch11dren ' 0 CD Q 0 ® 0® 
teacner s suggestions 0 ~ 1) 
7 Chtld exoresses ocen deftance of authOrity 0 ® G) 
6 Child shtes away and mthdraws wnen 
acproacned Oy otner c'1110ren 
9 Chtid resconds w1tn ,mmea1ate comcilance to 
teac'ler s dtrectton ----
• 0 Child can be tndecenoenr at adult n tormtng 
1deas acout ~r olanntng acttvtttes 
0®CD0® 
23 Chtld s tdeas nave tmcact on many children 
•n the classroom 0 ~ :) 8 ~ 
0000CD 
2 5 Chtld eas1ly gets attentiOn of :ltner :~11dren C 
2 4 Chtld recets onystcaily - tor example ~,ts or 
l<iCKS C 
Chtld nas Clfftculty detendtng ~~s ~er owr ,--,. ,...., ~ _,., 
ngMtS With Other CM!ldrer ._, ......- ...:,.. ~ 
0 CD Q G ® 26 
1 1 Child 'rowns snrc.gs snoUtoer oouts or 
stamos loot wnen teacner maKeS a 
suggestion OCD00® 2 7 Chud coocerates wtth ruies and regUlations c '"" ~ 2 :11 
'2 Child can be tndeoendent of aau1t '" 
overcomtng dif'tcuttles wttn otner cntldren cr 
actlvtues 
28 Ch11d oawcues 
somethtng 
o~~nen reowrea '0 
0 CD 0 0 <D 29 In olay wrth orner cntiOren cnttd can shift 
between 1ead1ng ana tollowtng oecenotng on ,..,., ,...., ~, _.,., 
s1tuat10n 0 "" ~ -:- ..;; '3 ExcessiVe orarse and encouragement trom 
teacher 1s recutred tar cntld to ::larltCtcate 1n 
aCtiVItieS 0 0 G 0 CD 3o Chrld reacts negatiVely tc teacner s 1deas "" "" 
ana 51Jggest10ns for 01ay or actiVIties 0 "'-~ _.., ..;:; ~ 
'4 Other cntldren seem unwtlhng to otay w1tn 
thiSCMIId 0 G 0 0 ® 31 Chtld 15 unable to occucy nrmsetf, nerse1t 
w1tndut otner Children 01rect1ng nts: her 0 ac!IVt!IE!S 15 Ch•ld 1S unwilling 'O carry out reasonable 
suggestiOns fnom teacher even wnen navtng 
d1H1cuJty 0 CD 0 0 ® 32 Ch1id tS wdhng tc tum to other cntldren for 
netc and asSistance 0 ~ 0 8 ~ 
16 ChilO feels comfortable e<"lougn w1th otner 
chtldren to be allle to excress n1s. her own O ~ 0 17' '5' deSires or OPiniOns w '-:.1 \;;,/ '-"" 
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CORPORATION 
HARCOL'RT BRACE jOVANOVICH. INC 
Researcn 90itlon :ooyru~Mf ~ • 988 :::1y -~ooe ~vc~otO:IIC~· 
~rcoranon AU ngtns reserveo ~ ::ar• ~~ .~~s :::....c.~ca·to"' ..,3, :e 
reoroaucea or transmrttea rn any fori"'! or :y a.l"''\\ 'T'W!ans ~leC:r0~"'~ 1C 
:~r ~nanteal 1nctutW'9 onotOC::)C'r ~ec::ro n.:; or lrN (rn-:r-ar o,... 
storage ana re~:nevaJ system Ntft'\Out :;.er..,rss•o, rl"'! wrtt1.,9 ••om t,.,e 
:luOhSMe" O.,ntea rn !Me Un•te<l St3res ~r AI'T'Iei"ICa 
I 
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Kohn Social Competence Scale READY-SCORETM ANSWER SHEET 
Chua s Name -----------------




Date of Btrth 
Chrld sAge 
Year 
Frnal Factor I Apathy • Wrthdrawal Factor II Anger • Defrance 
Raw 
Scores. 
; sr ~ater 
---::;"'i--,.-
22 1..: ..!.. 2.J ..1.J :...!J 







:r , st ~::.,er 
=eoeatecl 
• st F<ater :~d !'later 
•or • st ~ater 
=~oeateOI 
39 <)~~<!>~ 9 &&&&& 
40 0 ® ® 0 0 ro 0 0 cr 1l 0 
41 <)~~<!>~ , , /:'..~~~/,' 
42 [JJ ~ @] ::I] ~ ~'V'':Y'~"\:1" 
43 <)~~0~ t2@@®08 
.u_ CD w w .41 51 ~"""-.A.A.A 13~~~Yv 
45 &&&&& --






53. 0@-@8 ~ 
54 m ~ CI: ..;.. S' 
55.&&&&& 
56 <)<V<:g>0¢ 
57 0®cL :~I 
sa <)~~0<$> 
59 ' 2 J • "T 
60 2 1: 
61 .1...~_ 
62 3 ... -
- - -
53 00000 
5 ~ 00000 
= ----
cage: 
TO THE EXAMINER: 
Directions for Sconng the Answer Sheet 
Th1s answer sneer 31\ows for the calculation of factor scores on the KDfln SoCial COfJl)eter!Ce Scale 
.:_ F 2ctor I Pos1t•ve 
= F:r.:tor I Negative 
t.. Factor II Pos1t1ve 
0 Fac:cr II Negat1ve 
Items contnl:l. "~;; to the scores for each factor are coded on the I"EMMnne Side of the ar1S1Nel' sheet by the 
geometnc :::esJ·;!~S ;;1ven above Scores for each factor are calculated by Sl~ lidding the number of 
darKened :::es1qns .vrnch correspond to each ofJI'I!t factors. For a~. the numencal values Wlthm each 
darkeneo c:rcle \ 1 2 3 ~ or 5) are added togetter to obtain the raw sc:cnt fer Factor I, PosltNe In the 
same way •he "'umencal values w1th1n each darkened SQUal'e are added together to oOiam the raw score 
for F3ctor ' ··e~at1ve Note that the order of the numencal values differs !rom one column· to the next on 
the arswer sneet ll.lso be careful to add the correct value when an answer has been changed (crossed 
out ~ tn _., X TJ JOtam the raw scores for the poSIINe and negatJye porttons of Factor II, repeat the 
proceaure .sec •cr oota1n1ng the Factor I raw scores by adding together the dar!<ened numencal values 
?ccesr·~:::: v••r,r ·r-e ·nangles and diamonds 
Record eacl'1 -:t the leur raw scores 1n the scaces provided at the bottom of the answer sheet' Users are 
caut1cned tc .er•!y raw scores by adding each score twice and cr :Janng each to the range gNen for that 
factor 
"Jext lor each fac:cr suotract the negallw sum from the pOSitivE- sum and record the differences 1n the 
spaces labeled Factor Scores " The two Factor Scores are then 'lterad 1n the spaces at the top of the 
answer sheer .n the area labeled "F1nal Raw Scores · 
In order to ~se the norms tables. only POOled or doubled scores can be used, therefore, to calculate final 
raw scores use one of the followmg methods. ( 1) obtmn the raw scores from a second observer who has 
rated the same child (on a separate answer sheet) and sum the two ratings 1n the spaces provided, or 
(2) double the raw scores when only one rater IS aYallable 
The F,nal Raw Scores for Factor I, Apathy-Withdrawal, and for Factor II, Anger-Defiance. should then be 
converted tc standard scores followtng the methods descnbed 1n the Manual for the Research EdttJon of 
tne !'chn Problem ChecJ(IISt/KDhn Soctal ~ICe Scale. The PsychologiCal CorporatiOn, 1988 The 
""'3"c.31 :::rov10es norm tables and further 1nformat10n on the 1nterpretat1on and use of the Kahn scales 
100 
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Kohn Social Competence Scale READY-SCORE™ ANSWER SHEET 
Child's Name------------------




Date of 81rth 
Child's Age 
33 Ch1ld ac:tJvety defies the teacher's rules 
and regulatiOns. 
34 Ch1ld can gtve Ideas to other ch11dren as 
well as accept their Ideas. 
35 When changing from one acttvtty to 
ar10ther, ch1ld reSISts entenng the new 
ac!Mty 
36 Ch11d appears at a klss 1n unstructured. 
free-play actiVItieS. 
3 7 Ch11d eas~ly makes the change from one 
actMty to the next 
38 Chtld s8ems to entOY playtng both wrtn 
others and by h1mself/herself 
3 9 Ch11d 15 host tie or aggresSNe wtth other 
ch11dren - tor example, pushes, taunts. or 
bullieS 
40 Other ch11dren copy thiS child's Ideas for 
play 
4 1 Ch1ld has to be a leader rn order to 
oart1c1pate 1n act1v1ttes w1th other children 
42 Ch1id partiCipates 1n a hall-hearted way 
43 Chtld takes possessiOn ol other ch11dren s 
eoUtoment w1thout thetr pertntSStOn 
44 Ch11d demonstrates little 1nterest rn 
matenals, obJectS. or acttvllles 
45 Chtld 1s open to the Ideas and suggestiOns 
of other chtldren 
46 Ch11d 1s resoonStble 1n tcllow1ng through 
on rout1nes - lor example, wasn1ng handS. 
clearung uo. or putting toys aw~ 
4 7 Child IS QUam!4sOme 















49 Child IS bossy and dom1nst1ng w1th other 
children 
50 Child SPMds t1me Stttlng, look1ng, or 
wandenng aJmlessly around 
5 1 Ch11d can rttmaJn alert and 1nterested 1n 
anactMty 
52 Chtld p1911ents other chtldren from 
carry1ng out routines. 
53 Child succeeds 1n getting others 
Interested 1n what he/ she ts doing 
54 Child shows onterest on only a few types 
of things 
55 Ch1id DUts th1ngs aw~ carefully 
56 Ch1id IS unw1iltng to play wtth other 
ch11dren except on h1s1 her own terms 
57 Ch11d resoonds wet! when the act1v1ty 1s 
planned or directed by the teacher 
58 Ch11d diSI'upts ac!1V1t1es ot others 
59 Ch11d eas1iy klses 1nterest and flits from 
one actMty to ar10ther 
60 Ch1ld can parttc1pate act1vety 'n 
structured actMttes as well as tree-play 
actiVIt tee 
6 1 Ch1id eas1ly g~ves up when confronted 
wrth a diffiCUlty 
62 Ch11d shows enthustaSm about wor1< or 
play 
63 Ch11d has trouble keeptng to the rules at 
the game 
64 Ch11d naStsts go1ng along w1th the Ideas 
of other children 
















!!EHAV!Oiv.t. STYU: Qt.'!ST!ONNAt'R£ 
by 
Sean C. McDevitt, Ph.D. ano Wi~li.a J, C£rey, H.O. 
~el~t1onsnip eo Chil~ 
Dace of Racin1 --------------~-----------------monel\ <iay 
1. Please be1e your rac1n1 on ~he chil~'• ~ ano eur~enc behavior (the laac 
~ ~0 ~ Wei~J). 
). ~ac• each ru••cion t~d•~e~denc:v. Co noc pur;oaely ac:~pc co pre1enc a 
eonli.Jtlnc ~ic:~r• of :ne enL14. 
~ ~·• •xc~~~e r1c~~3' ~ere approprtace. Avoi~ racin1 only near ehe ~1~~1• of 
che scau. 
5. Race ucn ta~a gut,'<!-1. t! you cannot ~~c~~e. skip the iCIID .utd COllie back co 
tc l~cer. 
6. ~~=• over., t:o ..... C~:ete the n~.~mber of any i:&lll chac: you are unable co an1var 
<iua :o .acK ot •nto~ac~on or &ftY t~cs chac <ioe• noc apply co your 'h11~. 




l1St:lC nu: SCAU: SHC'JN 8E!.OJ, PWSC: ~1.\RK AM "X" IN nlE SPACE nlAT Tit.t.S HOJ 
MTt:f nlE Clitt.:J'S IU:Ctm AND C'JutNT 8ElUVtOA H.4S 8ttlf t.lla iH!: BtlUV~Ollt OESClUI!tD 







do a a 
4 
t. The child it ~oody fot ~r• than 1 fav 
~1n~c•• when corTaccao or d1tcipLineo. 
z. The child 11em1 nee co hear when 1nvolveo 
in a favorite accivl.cy. 
3. The child can be co&Xeo a~c of a forbidden 
accivl.cy. 
4. The child ~n• ahead when valkin& vich che 
puanc. 
5. The child l&ugh• or tmilet while playin;. 
6. ihe child ~ov•• slowly when workina on a 
projecc or &cctvicy. 
7. 
8 The chiLd needs a ~u iod of ad jus ~enc co 
cec ~•ed to change• in 1chooL or ac home. 
9. Tha child tn)oya &&met that involve 
running or j~m9ing. 
tO. ~·child 11 1law co ~dJuac co ch&nget in 
hou•enolcl rulas. 
11. The child hat bavel ~ovementa ac about che 
1~e CL~ each day. 
!J. ~· ch1 ~d H:l cal 'lily ·.mUe vacching rv or 
Liltln1nC :a ~•ic. 
14. ~~ dli~d teavu or 'J&nca co leave Chi 




a l1110a c • ' • · • a lmo• t neve~ -r-·-z-·-r-·-;-·-r-·-;- alway~ 
all!ICIIC ' ' ' ' ' al11101 C 
never -r-·-z-·-;-·-r-·-;-·-.- alway• 
el1110ac • • · • • al~o•c 
never -r-·-z-·~·-:-·-r-·~ elwayt 
&lmoiC TT_l_.7T6 almOIC: never llwayt 
a Lmo1 c almatc 
never TT_l_7T 6 &lWIYI 
&!.mote a !.mot c 
never 1 T~ TT 6 alway I 
abtoat almost 
never TT'"T T -)-6 al.way1 
alniOI c al::otc 
never -~- -2- ~ 
" 
-~- T always 
almos c al::oH 
never -L- -,- T T -~- -6- dways 
~ L=tos c al::OIC 
n•ver TT~ TTT ll\l&VI 
al:~tolt: -r-T~·TTT almo1 c never always 
t6. ~~ ~hi~d ~oct''' ~&~or ;h~n~tl 1n ~ocher's aLmosc almosc 
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Fr•CI'I•nc ly A !11101 c 
alwaye 
6 
34, The ~hUd is annoyad ac incarn~ptina play 
co ~aaply v~cn • panncal nquuc. 
3'. Tht chiLd pracci~•• an ~ccivicy uncU he/ahe 
lll&tcara i.e. 
36. Tht ~hild a&cs abouc che •~e ~unc ac 
tupper fro. day co day. 
37. Unutual noistl (tirans, thunder, ace.) 
lncarr..~pc cht chi.ld't behavior. 
39. rht ~hild Loeat incaratc in a new coy or 
~~ cht •~ day. 
40. The child became• ansros1ed in an inter• 
aatctna ~cc~v1cy for one haLf hour or mora. 
42. The child raac:J scronaly co ~iddi.n; or 
li&ht•hearcad c~antJ. 
~J. !ha child ,oproa~has ehildran hiJ/her •1• 
~nac ~t/sha Joesn'c ~nav. 
~~. The ehild ~~~yt qu1acly vt~h hiJ/har coy1 
and i.&:ntl. 
46. 7he ehild 1J enehua1aacic ~en He/1he 
matcarJ an ac:ivt:y and vanca co th~ 
everyone. 
48. The ehl~d scoot an ac:1vity ~ecauat •~· 
thinS eLse eac:haa his,har accancion. 
50. ~· child hold• ~~~=~ ~n:il sura of hi~aL!/ 
htrseU. 
almost: . . . . . al11101C 
ntvar -r·-r·-r·-;;-·-r·T alway• 
almoac . . . . . alaote 
never T'z'l"'T'T'T al.veya 
al..::laac · • • • • al111011: 
never ~ -z-·-r·-;;-·-y-·-;- alvayt 
al:l~:tiC • • • ' • &lliiO&C 
naver ~·-z-·-r·-;;-·-r·T alway• 
alr=c~ It: • • • al=oa c 












l -Z- T.'T T -6- always 
&!.~oH 
-~-TTI:""TT alvayl 
al::IOIC 7TT'7TT aLvayw 
al.::iootc 7TTTTT alvaya 











51. Tho ~hilcl looks ~P when aomeo11e velks paac 
che cloor•vay. 
5Z. The child becomes ~psec if he/ahe ~1•••• a 
re1ular cahvidon proa:a•. ' 
SJ. The chilcl raacts acronaly (cr!et or ~om· 
pLaint) co a clisappoint=-nc or faLl~r•. 
54. Th1 child accepcs nev !oods v1ch1n one or 
cvo cr111, 
55. !he child hat d1!!!c~lcy ;eccin& ~••d co 
nev J~C~acLona. 
56. The child ~ill avoid ~isbehavior 1! 
punished fi~Ly once or evict. 
57. !he chiLd is Jensicive co noiaet (celt• 
phone, doorbeLL) and looka up r1;hc .vey. 
lo 
58. The child prtftrl ac:ive oucdoor play co 
qulec play Lnaidt. 
59. The child diJliktJ ~ilk or ocher drtoks 
if noc ice•cold. 
60. The child nocices di!!erenc•• or chan1•• 
ln Cht conliJcancy o! !:od. 
6l. rht Child aci)UICJ l&lily CO Ch&nlll in 
his,her roucine. 
62. !~1 chl.tcl UCJ ICOUC Chi ICIII llltOUIIC &C 
brtaK!aJC !r~ day co day. 
6J. 7ht ehilcl Ill~ CO CIKI IICO&CKI in 
Hr!de. 
65. T'ht child npuCJ :enavior fo-r Yhich he/ 1h1 
hal previou•Ly been pun~sntd. 
66. The ~hild Looks up !r~ playinl Yhen Cht 
Ctlapnon~ rin;a. 
almoac • f I • f almosc 
-·-·-·-·--·-III'YU' 1Zl~>5 6 a~way• 
almote " . . . . almos~ 
newr .,-·.,-·.,-·-:-·-r·T alvaye 
a !.:Ieee I I I I I &1111011: 
never .,-·-z·.,-·-:-·-r·T alvayt 
&lmaiC _:._:_: __ :_:_ allllo•c 
never 1 Z l ~ ' 6 alvay1 
almoac • • · · · almote 
never .,-·.,-·.,-·-;-·-;-~ alvay1 
almotc · · · • · almoac 
never T'z'"T -:-·-;-·-;- alvayl 
almoac • · • • almoac 
never T"z'"T'T -;--;- alvaya 
almotc • • • almotc 
never T"z .,-·-:-·-;- --o- alVIYI 
&lCIOIC 
T T T T T T alv•r• 
almoac alCIOit 
rltver TTTT T -~~- alvayl 
almost al=o• c 
never TTT lo T T alvay1 
a !.:no• c a !.mot c 
never T-,--r TT T ahrayt 
al::oac al...-.oa c 
never TTTTTT alway• 
ali!IOIC almotc 
never TTTTT T alvayt 
almo 1 c · • al:m~a c 













68. The child needa encQU~aa ... nc before he/she 
vill cry nev th1n&•• 
69. The child crie1 or vhinae vhen 111 vlch a 
cold or upaac ac~ch. 
' 
10. The child :una co 1•= vh•r• h•/ahe vanc1 co 
IOo 
almoac • • • • • almoac 
never -r-·-y-·-;-·-;-·-r-·-.- a1vaya 
71. The chitd't actancion drilcs cvay at' tap••• 
vllan l1aun1n1 co panned Lnacl"U,caiona. 
72. !he child beccmet &ngry vteh one of hit/her 
pl&Y'II'IICU. 
7J. The child lJ raluc~anc co ;iv• up when 
cryins co do a ditficulc caak. 
7~. The child reaccs co ~ild approval ft'~ :he 
P•renc (a nod or ami~a). 
7~. !he child nquu~• "•=•thins co tac" be• 
cveen meaLa and re1ular tnacka. 
7S. Tha child ~shtl co ;rete Cht partnc or 
,raets l~udly at:tr abatnct durinc the day. 
77. r~. child tooKI up ~hen he/1he h••r• vote•• 
Ln tht na~c roQIII. 
78, Tht child prottltJ ~h•n dtn1td a rtquetc by 
by Chi Plr'ln~. 
79. ~· child l;~or•• laud noi••• when readinc 
or loakil'll ac ji\Ct1.1ru in & book, 
60 ~~ child ~ial~~•• a food chac httahe h•d 
pr1v1aualy ••-=-4 co accapc. 
8L ~~ child se:;a wnac hel!he t1 do1n1 &nd 
leaKS up when :ha pareac enctrl che room. 
az. T~l child C:'~ll for ~rl than I fav minuCII 
1111en hur-:. 
8J. The child 11acchee a lon& ( t hour o~ mara) 
TV procr.- v'cnouc &eccinc up co do sonechinc 
eha. 
!~. The ch1!d 'ponc~naously vak11 ~~ ac: cna 























l z 3-;-TT llVI)I'f 
. . . ' . almo1c 
-·-·-·-·--
'L z J It 
' 
6 alwan 
. . . . &bun c 







T TT"TT -Q- alVIYI 
dt:no• c 
TTT -=- -,- ~ dveyt 
a L::oc c 
TTTT T T al•ays 
. . aLmosc 
TT.T7T T always 
. . . . almoac 
-·--·---l z· J It 
' 
6 alW&)"J 
I 0 I I I al.mo• c 
---·---~ 2 J 
'" 













8S. The ;hild r~'~onds co sounds o~ noistl 
unralacad co hi~/ha~ acc~vicy. 
86. 'T11o child avoid1 nov ~uu or visicor:~. 
87. Tl11 child lidaaca vhan a teory l.a bel.ns 
read co him/hor. 
88. The child btCQDII upsec or criol ov•r •Lnor 
fdl.l or b~•· 
89. ~~ child inc•r~pts •n accivicy to ll.3tln 
co conversation around h~~/her. 
90. The ;hl.lcl ls unwilli~l co leave a play 
acciv~cy chac he/she hal noc ;omplacacl. 
91. The child is able co faLl aelaep vnen 
there l~ ;onvertac!on ln a nearby room. 
92. ~. ;hl.ld ~•=om•• hlihly exc1cad vnen pre• 
sancecl vich & nev coy or ~~·· 
93. ~~• cl'l\lcl ~avs ac:anc~on tr0111 .care ~o 
f~n~'n Jnen the paranc trias co explain some• 
Ch1n1 to him/har. 
almosc · • • • · almosc 
never -r-·-z- -y- -;-·~ ~ alwaye 
almosc • • • • · a Lmo1 c: 
never -r-·-y-·_,- ~·~·~ alway1 
almost 3lmoec: 
never -r- ---z- -y- -r-·--5 .. --~- alvay1 
94 :"'1 c!'li.ld spuKS so ;uic~L/ t!'lac I.e is so~n~• al::sosc alrnoH 
t~:"'U HHic~o~lc co underH.and. h1::/her. never - -z- --J- T T -~- &iway1 
q,, ~. c!'lild vane' co :eave :!'la ~.able durin& 
meals co ansvar :~e door:ell or ,non•. 
96. ~~ chiLd CC1'1!1'lai~• of evenc1 in, school or 
vith ,LaymaC:II chac day. 
97. ~~child !~~• when &IKid. to do a chore 
bv t!'la 'aranc. 
98 7~• child cancla co hold bac~ ln nev 
llc~.ac~on•. 
99 ~~ ehild t.au~n• har: whil• va,;h~n& 
cellvlJ1on ;artoona or ;~ed.y. 
100. ~e c!\ilcl "lu "ot!" :iays when he/tho is 




never --1- T T T T --&- always 
almoac almoet 
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, .. ,.; 
lo.LJ'fl 
1'fl01 
for 3 to 7 year old children 
Developed {1975) by Sean C. McOev~tt, Ph.D. & William B. Carey, M.D. 
Child's Name _________________________ __ Date of Ratinq ______________ __ 
Aqe at ratinq: _______ years, 
----- months. 
Cateqory score !rom Scoring Sheet: 
Profile: Place mark in appropriate box below: 
6 Activity Rhythm.,App/With Adapt. 
hiqh arryth. w~ehdr. slowly 
I Intens.· Mood 
intense 
Sex _______ _ 
Persist Distrac~ Thresh 
low 
110 
ieqative nonpers 'low <lisl 
+l S.O.r-4~·~3~1~~3~·~4~3--~3~·~9~3--~3~·~2~7--~5~·~1~7--~.~3~·~9~9--~~3~·~5~6~~4~·~7~0~~4~·~5~8--
Mean 3.56 2.75 2.99 2 •, 55 4.52 \ 3.31 2.87 3.S9 3.98 
II 















I = :-. e:-.rn. ac'O. I adapt. mild jposl.tive 
la~·v'"":n . .. ..... . 1 slow.l.y Wl.thd:. adaot • J.ntense lnegatl.ve 
Slow to war::~ up low I , 1 slowly wJ.thdr. ad,aiilta I 11J.!.c lnecratl.Ye 
OefJ.nJ.tJ.on of dJ.agnostJ.c clusters used for indl.VJ.dual scorl.ng: 
Easy - Scores greater than mean in no more than two of diffJ.cult/easy cata gorJ.eS (rhythml.CJ.ty, approach, adaptability, intensl.ty & mood) and nel.t~er 
greater than one standard deviatJ.ons. 
Difficult - 4 or 5 scores qreater than mean in difficult/easy cataqorJ.es (as above) Thl.s must J.nclude intensity and two scores greater than one 
standard devJ.atJ.onl 
Slow to war::~ up - as defined above, but if either withdrawal or slow adapt· 
ability is qreater than one standard deviation, activ~ty may vary up to 
3.93 and mood may vary down to 2.97. 
Inter::~ediate - all ot~ers. Intermediate hiqh - 4 or 5 di!!/easy cataqor~e 
above mean with one l standard dev~ation, or 2 or 3 above mean wJ.th 2 or l standard deviat:.on. Inter:ned:.ate low •all Ot~er i!lter:ned:.ates. 





id = identification number 
ppvt = score on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 
orig = originality score on the Multidimensional Stimulus 
Fluency Measure 
112 
app = approach score on the Behavioral Style Questionnaire 
adp = adaptability score on the Behavioral Style 
Questionnaire 
int = intensity score on the Behavioral Style Questionnaire 
Kl = interest-participation (Kahn 1} score on the Kahn 
Social Competence Scale 
K2 cooperation-compliance (Kahn 2) score on the Kahn 
Social Competence Score 
icl = children who reported imaginary companions 
icO = children who reported no imaginary companion 
s = gender 0 = female 1 = male 
sib = number of siblings 
113 
ld ppvt or1g app adp int k1 k2 ic age s sib pr 
3543 37 21 102 -10 1 46 0 1 1 
3544 53 ll 2.8 2.4 4.3 114 -28 1 52 0 1 16 
3448 57 18 5.0 4.2 4.9 74 -73 1 49 1 1 2 
3538 54 20 3. 3 3.7 4.4 81 -11 1 46 1 4 17 
3509 37 21 2.2 2.9 5.5 ll2 -78 1 52 1 1 3 
3545 . 22 3.0 3.7 3.3 124 -26 1 52 0 1 4 
4465 27 22 3.6 3.1 4.3 143 -10 1 65 0 0 18 
4556 83 11 1.5 1.5 4.2 124 -23 l 59 1 0 5 
4553 52 26 3.3 2.5 3.9 67 -21 1 59 0 1 6 
4458 49 9 3.6 3.0 5.3 133 -15 1 61 0 1 7 
4564 63 19 1.8 1.4 4.3 ll7 -37 1 56 0 1 8 
4460 70 9 3.0 3.1 4.3 133 -12 1 57 1 2 9 
4550 59 11 3.9 2.8 4.8 51 -28 1 58 0 1 10 
5462 56 24 1.8 1.7 4.3 70 -52 1 56 l ' 1 11 
5510 24 18 1.9 2.2 4.3 69 -101 1 46 0 1 12 
5419 73 41 4.1 2.7 4.1 81 -106 1 56 1 0 13 
5517 86 9 4.1 4.0 4.7 105 -so 1 57 0 2 14 
5467 74 7 3.4 3.8 5.2 125 -18 1 57 1 1 15 
5560 55 28 2.8 2.6 3.3 130 -36 1 53 0 1 19 
1101 37 11 3.7 2.8 4.9 50 -40 1 47 1 2 20 
1103 71 20 4.2 3.5 5.6 32 -44 1 52 0 1 21 
3537 55 16 3.2 2.6 5.2 106 -24 0 46 0 1 21 
3540 5 2.6 3.5 4.8 100 -41 0 52 1 1 2 
3508 60 11 3.1 3.3 3.9 116 -106 0 51 1 1 3 
5421 48 16 3.5 3.5 3.8 33 -69 0 57 0 2 4 
5562 96 16 4.1 3.1 4.3 28 -24 0 60 1 0 5 
5561 4 3.0 2.7 4.0 95 -75 0 56 0 1 6 
4461 72 8 3.3 2.7 3.8 150 -15 0 62 0 1 7 
5468 65 36 3.1 2.1 3.2 104 -25 0 56 0 1 8 
4563 72 9 3.0 2.1 4.3 113 -36 0 60 1 1 9 
5424 56 4 3.1 2.1 4.1 93 -112 0 55 0 1 10 
4549 12 2.1 3.2 4.3 95 -95 0 59 1 1 11 
5451 41 9 4.3 2.9 3.3 63 -23 0 45 0 1 12 
4470 28 10 3.6 3.1 4.5 134 -39 0 60 1 0 l3 
5469 48 35 1.4 1.2 3.3 124 -19 0 55 Q 2 14 
5471 43 27 2.2 2.6 5.3 56 -60 0 58 1 1 15 
5454 32 5 3.8 2.9 3.9 110 -22 0 46 0 2 1 
1106 53 25 3.6 2.9 3.8 90 -72 0 51 0 1 16 
ll04 62 17 2.8 3.4 3.5 66 -104 0 47 1 2 17 
ll02 91 14 2.6 1.5 4.3 56 -28 0 62 0 0 18 
1105 64 21 2.5 3.1 4.3 38 -44 0 53 0 1 19 





Class Level Information 
Class Levels Values 
IC 2 0 1 

















Variable DF Estimate Std Err ChiSquare Pr>Chi Label/Value 
INTERCPT 
ORIG 
1 0.45973779 0.492629 0.870924 0.3507 Intercept 















Variable OF Estimate Std Err ChiSquare 
INTER CPT 1 6.05475938 2.528274 5.73516 
ORIG 1 -0.0594983 0.027663 4.62614 
K1 1 -0.0086643 0.007508 1.33189 
K2 1 -0.0078128 0.008559 0.83322 
APP l -0.198611 0.356769 0.309907 
ADP 1 -0.0469483 0.4l3505 o. 012891 
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